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Introduction

Chapter 1. Introduction
1.1

Definition of MOFs

Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) are three-dimensional materials that, due to their
versatility, have become well established in the scientific world over, the last decade.
MOFs can be classified as coordination polymers. The IUPAC definition of a
coordination polymer is: “A coordination compound continuously extending in 1, 2
or 3 dimensions through coordination bonds”. [1,2] These cross-linked materials were
developed almost simultaneously by research groups at Arizona State University by
led Omar Yaghi, Versailles University led by Gerard Ferey, and at the Japanese
University of Kyoto led by Kitagawa. [3-7] The first MOF with interesting chemicalphysical characteristics was MOF-5 as synthesized by Omar Yaghi's group in
1999.[3] This material immediately became famous in the scientific community
because it was possible to completely remove the solvent molecules from its pores.
Moreover, it reported a surface area of 3000 m2/g, an aspect that made it similar to
the renowned zeolites.[5]

Starting from the initial definition of an MOF it is possible to describe the main
characteristics of these species. In detail, an MOF has high levels of crystallinity and
porosity and a large surface area. In the literature, there are reports of surface area
values reaching some 6000 m2/g.[8] It is interesting to note that the three-dimensional
network depends on the presence of strong metal-ligand coordination bonds.[3, 6, 7, 914]
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Scheme 1.1. Structural properties shown by MOFs

The crystalline structure of an MOF is built from a metallic cationic cluster and
organic ligands that connect the various clusters to each other. [3,6,14] Such organic
ligands have a rigid structure with two or more coordination positions (bi or
multipodal). Typical organic ligands are mono or polycyclic aromatic compounds
that possess substituents capable of coordinating with metal clusters. Among the
substituents present on the ligand, a key role is represented by the carboxylate
functional group. In this case, the anion interacts with the cations of the metal atoms
to construct the MOF through coordination bonds and by generating strong anioncation electrostatic bonds. [6, 15-18]
Other basic ligands capable of generating bridges between clusters that define the
three-dimensional structure are the nitrogen anions present in imidazole and benzyl
imidazole units.
Regarding the nature of the metal cation present in the cluster of an MOF, metal
cations of almost all transition metals have been used – as well as metal cations from
rare earth metals. [15, 18-20]
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Strongly connected to the nature of the transition metal constituting an MOF and its
affinity for the oxygen atom of the organic ligand, is the possibility of defining
clusters consisting of a single metal ion as in the case of Al2(BDC)3; while, for
example, in the case of Cu3(BTC)2 (H-KUST), the node consists of a pair of Cu2+
ions bonded to three carboxylate groups and forming a paddle wheel pattern.[21]
In the case of MOF-5, the node is formed by a central oxygen atom coordinated with
four Zn2+ ions and these clusters of Zn4O are then connected to the carboxylate
groups. The molecular formulae are Zn4O(BDC)3, where BDC represent the 1,4benzodicarboxylate ligand.
Among the most interesting structural characteristics, a key role is certainly defined
by the high specific surface area and respective porosity observed for these
materials. The large surface area is directly related to the open structure of MOFs
and this enables both high porosity and an occupation of only a small proportion of
the space (which can be so low as to cover less than 20% of all the space defined by
the crystalline unit formula). It follows that MOFs are characterized by a very low
reticular density.[6]
This parameter refers to the mass contained in the volume of the crystalline unit, and
therefore, the reticular density is so small that these materials are the least dense so
far described. [15,18,22-27]
Previously, it was shown that an MOF is prepared starting from a metal cluster and
an organic ligand; it is therefore worthwhile underlining that one of the most
interesting aspects for this type of material is the high percentage of metal that an
MOF often contains.
The metal content is usually approximately 30% and there are reported cases of
metal contents higher than 50%.
It is precisely the high metal content of MOFs that allows these materials to be used
as catalysts to a greater extent than well-known materials such as zeolites or
activated carbon in which the presence of metal is less than 10%. [22-27]
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1.2

Versatility of MOFs

In the previous section we have enumerated and described the main characteristics
of MOFs, such as high crystallinity, porosity, metal content, and large surface area.
Strongly related to these properties are the areas of applicability of these materials.
For example, the high surface area is such as to allow the use of MOFs in processes
of absorption of both simple gases and species with larger dimensions such as
hydrocarbons. [28-29]
Similarly, MOFs, due to their high porosity, can be used for the separation of
ethylene/propylene mixtures in residues derived from the thermal cracking of crude
oil. Yaghi and Ferey described the H2 and O2 sorption properties of some MOFs. [3031]

Among the most interesting properties of these materials is the ability to design the
final structure of the material by evaluating both the nature and the coordination of
the metal nodes and the direction of the organic ligands.[32] This ability is unique
when compared with other porous materials, in particular with respect to zeolites
(for which the choice of the template is the only parameter that can be varied when
designing the size and geometry of the pore).
In a preliminary work, Yaghi showed that by keeping the nature of the metal cation
and the directionality of the organic ligand fixed, but modifying the size of the latter,
it is possible to prepare a series of isostructural crystalline solids in which the
dimensions of the cavities increase according to the size of the organic ligand. [33,34]
Figure 1.1 illustrates this concept.
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Figure 1.1. Prediction of the structure of MOFs based on the consideration of the direction of
coordination of the metallic nodes and the structure of the organic ligands.[33,34]

However, it is possible to observe that by changing the directionality and
multipodality of the ligand, the structure of the MOF totally changes.
An obvious example of the versatility of MOFs is found in the synthetic process and
lies in the reversibility of the metal-ligand bond. This bond, in fact, is susceptible to
reaction conditions such as a concentration of the reactants and temperature of the
medium. [35, 36]
Starting from these premises, two complementary lines of research have been
developed to assess the versatility of MOFs. In one line, the crystallinity of an MOF
was analyzed during synthesis: a monopodal ligand is used to slow down the kinetic
of the process, thus improving the crystallinity of the material (as it is known to
depend on the reaction time). Generally, these ligands are monodentate carboxylic
acids defined as modulators. Among those most used are benzoic acid and trifluoro
acetic acid.[37]
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In the other research line, the lability of the metal-ligand bond can be used to perform
an interchange process that can be produced both at the ligand or metal cation
level.[38]
In the case of the metal cation, the interchange can take place in two distinct forms:
firstly, the literature reports cases in which the cluster consists of at least two metal
cations and is obtained through a synthetic process using a mixture of metal salts as
precursors: this is the case of the synthesis of the material UiO66(Zr/Ce) reported in
Chapter 3.[39,40] Secondly, it is possible to obtain an interchange of the metal cation
in a post-synthetic step as will be described and expanded in Chapter 3 and where
the efficient post-synthetic interchange of Zr4 + and/or Ce4+ cations by Ti4+ in the
structure of UiO66(Zr/Ce) is reported.[41] These materials are generally defined in
terms of "mixed metal MOFs".
The possibility is also reported of interchanging the organic ligand, both during the
synthetic process, or in a post-synthetic step, using for example, the correct
proportions of terephthalate and substituted terephthalate as ligand. [42]

Ligand interchange,
85 ºC, 5 days

ligand

Optimized
UiO66

Figure 1.2. Post-synthetic ligand exchange process in UiO-66 that enables obtaining samples of UiO66 with mixtures of different ligands.[42]
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Both strategies – the introduction of one or more metal cations in the crystalline
structure of the MOF, as well as the introduction of auxochromic and bathochromic
units in the organic ligand – improve the photocatalytic activity of these materials.
The introduction of a new metal in the cluster enables a more appropriate alignment
of the metal atomic orbitals with those of the ligand, meanwhile with the introduction
of a new ligand it is possible to observe how the substituent present on it enables a
shift of the absorption to regions closer to the visible range of the spectrum. [38-41]

Recent studies have shown that the introduction of a co-catalyst positioned either on
the crystal’s external surface, or preferably inside the pores, increases the efficiency
of the catalytic process by at least one order of magnitude.[43] In the specific case of
MOFs, it is clearly possible to introduce a co-catalyst such as metal nanoparticles
(NPS) inside the pores due to their high porosity. The co-catalytic activity will, thus,
depend on numerous factors such as the experimental synthesis procedure, the size
of the particles, and their location within the solid. The metal nanoparticles can be
deposited in the internal or the external part of the MOF and may act differently
depending on their location. Specific studies have reported that the photocatalytic
efficiency of an MOF material is enhanced when the metal nanoparticles are
arranged inside the pores of the material.[44] These co-catalysts are prepared through
a photo-deposition method (a green procedure that enables obtaining an improved
material and demonstrates one of the most interesting aspects of MOFs as
semiconductors – such as the photo-generation of electrons and positive holes on
light irradiation).
The process foresees that a metal or a metal oxide is precipitated on the photocatalyst
through the irradiation of the MOF in the presence of a solution containing the
precursor metal salt in an oxidation state that is soluble in the medium.[43] Scheme
1.2 is a general illustration of the generation of NPS or metal oxides by the photodeposition method.
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Scheme 1.2. Photodeposition of metal NPs on the catalyst surface through reduction (a) or (b) oxidation
of the metal salt precursors. Methanol and Ce4+ are frequently employed as sacrificial electron and hole
donors, respectively.

Previous works reported the photo-deposition of Ru4+ NPS inside the MOF cavities
starting from Ru3+ species and so promoting their oxidation to Ru4+ through photoirradiation. The reaction takes place in water where the Ru4+ cations form insoluble
oxides of RuO2 which are photo-deposited in the form of NPS in the crystalline
structure of the MOF near the positive holes that are photo-generated on irradiation.
[43]

1.3 Stability of MOFs
With the term stability, in the specific case of MOFs, three different criteria are
evaluated:
i) chemical stability
ii) thermal stability
iii) mechanical stability.
In the case of MOFs, stability generally refers to structural resistance to degradation
under experimental working conditions.[46-52]
Therefore, it is noteworthy that thermal stability is strongly related to chemical
stability, because when the system is heated, thermal energy can alter the chemical
structure of the MOFs and give rise to an initial degradation of the corresponding
crystalline structure.[51,53-54] Depending on the type of application, the stability
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required for the MOF material differs. Chemical stability is fundamental for
applications in aqueous medium and/or at different pH value, as observed in
molecular separation or drug delivery applications, while both chemical and thermal
stability are fundamental parameters for catalytic processes carried out in extreme
conditions such as in fuel production applications. [22, 55-58]
The main objective in the synthesis of these materials has changed from focusing on
achieving extensive surface area and pore volume to achieving strong and robust
materials able to resist extreme pH and corrosive conditions. [38, 45, 59-62]
The stability of MOFs generally increases as the cationic node charge increases, and
consequently, the materials that have the greatest stability correspond to structures
that possess positive tri and tetra metals, and this is especially true when considering
materials whose structure is made up of divalent cations that are more labile (as in
the case of HKUST-1, whose metallic element is Cu2+ or the MOF-5 consisting of
Zn2+).
It is known that the structure of MOF-5 changes with prolonged exposure to
humidity, even at room temperature, and a species defined as MOF-5' is produced.
[51,53,54]

Similarly, it has been shown that HKUST-1 is not particularly stable when

the material is suspended in solutions containing amines, thiols, or other agents
capable of complexing the Cu2+ cation.[54]
Nevertheless, materials that are extremely stable to both chemical and physical
treatments have been described. Among them are the MOF materials that will be
studied in this PhD work. We focus our attention on UiO66, MIL-125 and
UiO66(Zr)-NH2@UiO66(Ce) structures. [1,59-64]
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1.3

UiO66(Zr)

The structure of the UiO66(Zr) material was first described in 2008 by Lillerud,[1]
and it has since shown incredible chemical, physical, and thermal stability.
The term UiO indicates Universitet i Oslo which represents the university where the
material was discovered.
It is a general rule to denote each MOF with a three-letter code followed by numbers.
Due to its stability the MOF has shown tremendous potential in industrial
applications and scientists from all over the world have actively analyzed its
structure.

Figure 1.3. Structure of the UiO-66. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.[58]

The crystalline cell formula of this material is Zr6O4 (OH)4(C8H4O4)6.
The structure of the material is built from metallic nodes containing 6 atoms of Zr4+
forming an octahedron in whose faces it is positioned, with a coordination 3, an
oxygen atom or an OH- group. Such metal nodes are thus coordinated with 6
terephthalic ligands defining cells having a size about of 1.2 nm. [65]
As previously described, one of the main characteristics of UiO66 is its high thermal
and chemical stability. It is reported that heating at 400 °C does not cause the
collapse of the crystalline structure, even if a redeposition at the atomic level is
observed at these temperatures (which causes the elimination of a certain percentage
of the ligand units).
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Structural collapse starts at 500 °C and where a complete decomposition of the
UiO66 structure begins.
The decomposition temperature is considerable and, as experimentally
demonstrated, higher than the decomposition temperature or systematic structural
change of most homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysts. [1]
In addition to its great stability, all the structural characteristics previously
mentioned are extremely relevant; in detail, the studies related to UiO66 report
surface area values of 1150 m2/g and pore volumes of 0.43 cm3/g. [1, 65, 66]
Fundamental for this thesis work is a recent study that describes the presence of
structural defects that affect both the stability of the material and the catalytic
properties, an aspect that will be discussed in Chapters 3 and 6.
Related to this last point, it is important to highlight that some synthetic processes
use trifluoro acetic acid and/or other additives as modulating agents, favoring the
controlled growth of the crystalline structure, and thus obtaining a material whose
crystallinity and coordination can be considered almost free of structural defects.[37]
However, it has been observed that in the absence of modulators, a material with an
improved catalytic activity can be obtained. The structural analysis of this material
shows a discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical Zr content, indicating
that there is an excess or a defect of ligand with respect to the Zr content. Thus, the
presence of these defects implies free Zr4+ coordination positions which could play
an active role in the catalysis carried out by the material. [67, 68]

Figure 1.4. Structure of UiO66 where the dimensions of the terephthalate, the cubic structure of the
unit cell and the presence in its structure of supertetrahedra and superoctahedra defined by four and six
nodes, respectively, are indicated. [100]
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1.4.1 MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts
As already discussed in the previous sections, one of the most promising applications
of MOFs is their use as catalysts due to features such as pore size – which is in the
order of 0.3/0.5 nm.

Numerous applications for MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts are reported in
literature; in this chapter we will report only those strictly connected with the
objective of the doctoral thesis, the use of MOFs as heterogeneous catalysts for
reduction reactions of organic substrates. [38,59-62]
Different positions of the MOF structure can function as active centers for
heterogeneous catalysis as defined in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5. Possible location of the active centers in an MOF.[101,102]

From the analysis of the figure, it emerges that the metal centers (generally transition
metals) can have interchangeable coordination positions which can easily react with
the substrate. The transition metal center can behave as a Lewis acid (coordinating
with the reactant), or as an oxidant.[62]
In the last case, an electronic transfer process is observed between the reactant and
the metal which may not involve a coordination phenomenon.
For stable MOF structures, such as UiO66(Zr) or MIL-53, the presence of defects in
the structure at the metallic center position, due to a deficit of ligand, enables the
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MOF to function as the Lewis acid’s center and as a heterogeneous catalyst for
different type of reactions.
Thus, structural defects play a very important role in heterogeneous catalysis in
materials such as MOFs, as well as zeolites (for which, for example, it is assumed
that the octahedral aluminum that is positioned outside a crystalline structure
behaves as the Lewis acid’s center).[69]
It is known that the UiO66(Zr) material can present a variable number of structural
defects in relation to the synthesis process employed.[37,67,68] These defects emerge
during crystal formation due to the strong metal-ligand coordination.
It has been shown that when the metal has a high positive charge density, a
thermodynamically stable structure is generated, corresponding to a perfect and
defect-free crystalline structure. Structural defects occur when certain positions of
the Zr4+ coordination sphere are incomplete.[70]
The organic reactions that have been studied using MOFs as solid Lewis catalysts
include aldol condensation reactions, esterification, multiple bond additions,
epoxide opening, and heterocycle formation. [38,51,56,62,65,71,72]

s

ss

Figure 1.6. Reactions catalyzed by Lewis acid centers.
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Figure 1.6 illustrates examples of reactions promoted by Lewis acid centers
catalyzed by the metal nodes characterizing MOFs. Other examples discussed in the
literature demonstrate how the organic ligand of the MOF structure can also function
as a catalytic center.[38,61,62] In these cases, the metal centers can be perfectly
coordinated and define the crystalline structure of the material. [62] Typical examples
of functional groups with catalytic activity are the amino and sulfonic acid groups
of the terephthalic acid ligand.[38,61,62] Although the basicity of anilines is very weak,
generally much lower than that of aliphatic amines, numerous condensation
reactions catalyzed by the amino groups of the terephthalate ligands in
heterogeneous catalysts such as MOFs have been described.[38, 61, 62,65,73]
The third position of the MOF structure that could function as an active center are
the crystalline cavities and pores where it is possible to house a guest that can
function as a catalytic center of the process. Reported examples of this catalytic
strategy include the formation of metal complexes in satellite positions with respect
to the structure as occurs in the case of shift bases, such as phthalocyanines and metal
oxides.
MOFs can function as heterogeneous catalysts of reduction reactions. Recent studies
by Tang [74] have shown that MOFs can selectively reduce double bonds present in
− unsaturated systems in specific contexts. In general, for thermodynamic
reasons, in the presence of hydrogen, the reduction reaction in − unsaturated
systems is preferably carried out at the C-O aldehyde double bond. However, when
the MOF used as a catalyst has structural defects (such as Lewis acid centers and
Lewis base centers obtained by the lack of a coordinated ligand in the metallic sphere
of the cluster), the Lewis acid-base pair is spatially separated and this makes possible
the thermodynamically unfavorable mechanism that enables the reduction of the
unsaturated − double bond in − unsaturated aldehyde compounds.
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Starting from all the premises described so far, Chapter 6 shows the effective
reduction of unsaturated organic substrates in the presence of hydrogen and
catalyzed by stable MOFs. This shows, can be justified by computational
calculations, that frustrated Lewis acid-base pairs are responsible for the catalytic
activity.

1.5 MIL-125 (Ti)
The term MIL indicates Material from Institute Lavoisier in reference to the
university where MOF was first synthesized in 2009 by a group led by Gerard
Ferey.[64]
Scientific research has long investigated the potential of titanium oxides and
derivatives, especially in relation to the peculiarities of these materials in
photocatalysis, but only thanks to the work developed by Ferey was it possible to
isolate a highly crystalline material starting from a reaction mixture containing
methanol and dimethyl formamide in the presence of titanium tetraisopropoxide at
150 °C.
The structural analysis showed that the crystalline cell is formed by Ti 8O8(OH4)(O2C-C6H4-CO2) units capable of generating body-centered cubic structures in
which the atoms are replaced by cyclic octamers which are indicated with SBU-8 of
TiO5(OH). These octamers are linked by 1,4-benzoyl dicarboxylate (BDC) linkers
to generate the final 3D structure.
As happens in a CC-packed structure, each octamer has 12 neighboring SBUs,
connected by BDC ligands. The 3D arrangement involves the generation of two
octahedral cages corresponding to the vacant and tetrahedral octahedral positions in
a typical CC package.
The heart of the SBU subunit consists of the bone and hydroxy groups in the 2
position (Figure 1.7).
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Figure 1.7. Metal nodes/clusters and primary structures of MIL-125(Ti) (a and b) solids.

MIL-125 material is extremely robust as demonstrated by thermogravimetric
analysis that shows crystallinity is maintained up to 200 °C; and between 290 °C
and 350 °C there is a change in the structural characteristics and a decrease in
crystallinity and a structural collapse only starts at 360 °C. The structural
reorganization observed at 300 °C is probably due to the loss of some hydroxyl
groups as evidenced by the small weight loss in this area.
The surface area is moderately high. Ferey reports a value of 1550 m2 g-1 and a pore
volume of 0.65 cm3 g-1. Ultraviolet analysis demonstrated the presence of absorption
bands in the visible region at 500 and 596 nm; this phenomenon can be associated
with the electron transition process occurring in the d-d orbitals of the titanium
cluster allowing oxidation from Ti (III) to Ti (IV).
The electronic transition of d-d type favors the use of MIL-125(Ti) as a
photocatalyst. It has been shown that the introduction of an amino terephthalic ligand
ensures a better alignment of the HOCO-LUCO (HOCO: high occupied crystal
orbital; LUCO: lower unoccupied crystal orbital) frontier orbitals as is observed by
the shift of the UV absorption band in the visible region.[43]
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Hence, it appears evident that the resulting MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 material has improved
photocatalytic applicability.[43] This aspect will be taken up and expanded in Chapter
5 where the photocatalytic activity of MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 will be compared with the
materials of the UiO66(Zr)-Y series.

1.6 Photocatalysis
Catalytic is defined as a process in which the presence of a species, identified as a
catalyst, enables or accelerates the transformation of a substrate into the respective
product, making the transition state of the aforementioned process accessible and
lowering the activation energy.
A catalyst generally promotes the thermal activation of a reaction when the energy
required for the transformation of the substrate is provided by heat.
However, chemistry is not only interested in thermal type reactions and there are
many examples of reactions that develop using other types of energy. For this reason,
attention has been increasingly focused, in recent decades, on the implementation of
other types of catalysts.
In photocatalysis, a photocatalyst is defined as a molecule or a material species able
to use the energy of light to promote the transformation of a substrate into a product.
Most of the molecules that function as photocatalysts are organic molecules, metal
complexes, or semiconductors (i.e., predominantly insoluble organic solids).
Inorganic photocatalysts, specifically metal oxides, are considered durable and
perfectly stable when irradiated, but they are more difficult to modify than organic
photocatalysts.
Fujishima and Honda reported that a TiO2 photoelectrode could generate H2 from
H2O.[75-76] From this moment, TiO2 was used in various contexts due to its ability to
combine different properties such as a lack of toxicity, durability, robustness, and an
aspect of considerable importance, a high level of photocatalytic activity when
irradiated with ultraviolet light. The photo response of TiO2 is observed at
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wavelengths of about 380 nm and this prevents the use of the semiconductor to
expand the photo response of the photocatalysts in the visible region (the solar
radiation that reaches the Earth’s surface contains only a small portion of ultraviolet
equal to about 4%).[77]
Scheme 1.3 illustrates the process that occurs when TiO2 is excited by light
irradiation.

Scheme 1.3. Photocatalytic events occurring in a TiO2 particle upon excitation with photons of
appropriate wavelength. Legend: (1) Excitation; (2) charge migration to the surface; (3) molecular
adsorption; (4) charge transfer.

In recent years the scientific world has focused attention on the use of renewable
sources due to global warming and the scarcity of fossil sources. It is preferable to
use the sun’s radiation as an energy source; this implies that although TiO2 plays a
key role in the photocatalytic context, it cannot be used efficiently to promote
reactions that directly convert sunlight into chemical energy. The most common
strategies that have led to limited success in reducing the band gap for inorganic
semiconductors include the doping of metals and non-metals and the amorphization
of the outermost layer of the crystals. A continuing challenge in photocatalysis is the
search for other types of inorganic and solid photocatalysts that include metal and
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chalcogenic sulfides, oxalides, and metal-free materials (such as carbon nitrides or
defective graphene).
The greatest limitation in the use of organic photocatalysts is the ease with which
they degrade and lose their catalytic activity. Nevertheless, these organic compounds
have several advantages: they are easy to synthesize, and, at the same time, it is
simple to modify their photocatalytic and photochemical characteristics by
introducing chromophores as substituents. An alternative for avoiding their
decomposition is to support or adsorb them in solid porous materials such as zeolites
or MOFs.
A particular case is the photochemical behavior shown by the metal-organic
complex ruthenium tris bipyridine which, in the homogeneous phase, shows a
maximum absorption band at 460 nm with a shoulder in the blue region that is
responsible for its characteristic orange color.
Upon photoexcitation, an intermolecular electron transfer process takes place from
the donor metal ion to the acceptor organic ligand which generates an extremely
long-lived triplet excited state that decays in the microsecond time scale through an
intersystem crossing from the triplet excited state to a singlet state.
Electronic decay occurs with a phosphorescence emission characterized by a high
level of quantum energy at room temperature with a value of 540 nm. This is only
one of the possible charge separation mechanisms induced by light absorption at a
specific wavelength in a metal-organic complex. Extrapolating this behavior to a
solid material suggests that another possibility to implement this type of mechanism
is to excite the metal cluster of a semiconductor such as an MOF. [55, 78, 79]
As has already been extensively described in the initial part of this doctoral thesis,
an MOF is a hybrid material consisting of a metal cluster and an organic linker. The
metal cluster is generally formed by transition metal cations and most of the
absorption visible bands in the UV-visible absorption spectra of the transition metals
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are due to the presence of electrons in the d-type orbitals, hence, these absorptions
are related to the electronic d-d transitions of the metal ions.[79]
The absorption of photons and the excitation of d-d electrons generally cause a rapid
decay to the ground state that prevents electron transfer between the metal node and
the linker.
Nevertheless, there are some exceptions, and reference is made to the electronic
transitions of metal clusters that have an external electronic configuration d10. In this
case, it is shown that the excitation of the metal allows an effective electron transfer
process from the metal node, as the electron donor, to the organic linker, as the
electron acceptor.
Transient absorption spectroscopy is an extremely useful technique for detecting
photochemically generated transient states while simultaneously evaluating their
kinetics.[55,80] These analyses predict that a short laser pulse can generate a high
concentration of transient species that is sufficient to be detected through a change
in the transient absorption spectrum recorded during laser analysis.[81,82]
At the same time, it is possible to determine the kinetics of a photogenerated
transient species by evaluating a signal at a specific wavelength.
It is quite common to observe that the transient signal, recorded for an MOF at a
given wavelength upon laser excitation, decays in long time scales (generally in the
order of milliseconds). However, this lifetime is longer than that observed for an
organic molecule dispersed in solution.
The transient species observed during laser analysis can actively interact with
reactants defined as quenchers, marking significant changes in the recorded transient
absorption spectra.[81,83] Quenchers that are generally used to determine the nature of
the photogenerated transient species are electron donors, such as methanol and
amines, or electron acceptors such as oxygen and dichloromethane.
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Thus, for example, the transient signal generated upon removal of an electron and
corresponding to positive holes (h+) can be quenched by the presence of an electron
donor quencher such as methanol.
A parallel behavior occurs when the transient signals recorded correspond to the
presence of electrons. In this case, the lifetime of the transient species decreases in
the presence of electron acceptor species such as dichloromethane.
It has been observed that the typical quenchers employed are gaseous or liquid
molecules with a low boiling point that facilitates diffusion through the solid during
signal recording.
The experimental protocols have enabled determining the nature of the
photogenerated species upon laser excitation of MOF-type materials and are the
basis of the general mechanism of the metal-to-ligand type photoinduced electron
transfer process.
In many cases, both e-/h+ species are detected during transient absorption
spectroscopy studies.
Steady state measurements using electron-donor and acceptor compounds are also
useful to determine the photo-generation of the e-/h+ charge separated state.
Some experiments are particularly convincing as they enable visually determining
the photo-generation of the charge separated state upon MOF excitation by
employing electron donor or acceptor molecules able to donate or accept one
electron from the photo-generated charge separated state. Aromatic molecules such
as viologen or 2,2'-bipyridine, as is the case of paraquat, are typically used.[81] These
heterocyclic cations are strong electron acceptors, and the resulting radical cation,
generated in the acceptance of an electron, exhibits an intense blue or green color.
[84]

Besides being brightly colored, these radical cations are particularly stable in the

absence of oxygen or metals. Their molecular absorbance can be evaluated by
spectroscopic analysis, and this provides a quantitative value of the concentration of
the radical produced. In this way, it is possible to estimate the quantum efficiency of
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the photo-generated charge separated state. Equation 1.1 shows this electron transfer
process.

Equation 1.1

Depending on what happens when using methyl viologen as an electron acceptor, a
series of aromatic heterocycles, such as phenyl diamines, can be used as electron
donor molecules that are useful to demonstrate the photo-generation of positive
holes on excitation of the MOF.[84]
The methyl or alkyl substituted nitrogen atoms of these organic molecules donate
electrons to stabilize the photo-generated radical cations in the presence of an MOF.
In this case, colorimetry can be used to quantitatively determine the concentration
of the photo-generated species.
Equation 1.2 describes this process in detail.

Equation 1.2
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1.6.1 MOFs as photocatalysts
A key point in photophysical processes is that only photons absorbed by the material
during the process (thus generating electronic states) can promote photochemical
reactions.[80]
Starting from this concept, the absorption spectrum of an MOF determines which
wavelengths can lead to efficient photocatalytic events. [83]
Optical spectra are defined by the absorption bands of the organic ligand (due to its
rigid aromatic structure) and the absorption bands corresponding to the electronic
ligand-to-metal or metal-to-ligand transitions. These latter transitions are less
intense and are accompanied by the d-d electronic transitions localized on the metal
ions orbitals constituting the nodes. [85]
It has already been pointed out that in the case of an MOF the allowed d-d transitions
are observed for d0 and d10 type metal ions. In general, the d-d type transitions
localized in the metal node are defined too quickly and decay rapidly without
allowing for any photochemical reaction.
In contrast, the excitation of the organic ligands occurs at the level of the  electrons.
This allows electronic transitions that can generate a singlet excited state, and
subsequently, a triplet excited state of the ligand that can facilitate an electronic
ligand-to-metal type transfer and so generate a charge separated state. [83,86]
Thus, following the excitation of the terephthalate units of an MOF in water at a
neutral pH, it is possible to record a transient signal decaying in the microsecond
time scale.
By using O2 as quencher it is possible to assess whether the decay of the electron
occurs via a triplet excited state.
Similarly, the photoinduced charge separation mechanism can be verified using a
metal cluster as a quencher. In the homogeneous phase, it has been experimentally
demonstrated that in the presence of a Zr4 + cluster (which constitutes the nodes of
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the UiO66(Zr) MOF) the transient signal relating to the triplet excited state of the
ligand is immediately quenched.[41]
This type of quenching is defined as dynamic quenching and corresponds to all those
cases in which the triplet excited state of the terephthalate unit is generated in the
first instance, but due to the interaction with the Zr4+ cluster, its lifetime is drastically
reduced.
The transient absorption spectrum of an MOF recorded a few microseconds after the
laser pulse generally evolves into the formation of transient species with a very long
lifetime (more than 100 microseconds). [86]
This aspect drastically contrasts with what has been observed for the transient
absorption spectra recorded for organic molecules. In this second case, the lifetime
of the transient species is shorter.
This change in the spectrum recorded for an MOF-like material compared to that
observed for an organic ligand in solution is considered as evidence of the relocation
of electrons and positive holes that have not undergone geminal recombination and
thus give rise to the state of charge separation.
A further phenomenon of interest, connected to photocatalytic efficiency, emerges
when evaluating the efficiency of the electronic transfer from the organic linker to
the metal node. [83]
Theoretical calculations can be used to determine the superposition of the molecular
orbitals LUCO of the metal and HOCO of the organic linker. [83,86,87,88] If there is no
overlap and the distance between the energy clouds of neighboring species is too
great, the electron transfer from the metal to the ligand will be ineffective.
This is what happens in the case of UiO66(Zr) and this lack of electron transfer from
the terephthalate linker to the Zr6O6(OH)6 cluster has been proposed to rationalize
the poor photocatalytic efficiency generally observed for this MOF.
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Starting from these premises, a current trend in the preparation of MOFs consists in
the synthesis of mixed metal MOFs in which the metal cluster is made up of two or
more metals in variable proportions. [83]
A preliminary work of great scientific interest was carried out by Li and his
collaborators in which the photocatalytic efficiency of UiO66(Zr/Ti), obtained
starting from UiO66(Zr), was shown to be improved following the interchange of
the Zr4+ cation with Ti4+.[89]
In this case, the Ti4+ cation is positioned in the hexameric nodes and acts as an
electronic mediator facilitating the electronic transfer in an excited state from the
terephthalate ligand to the metal node and so improving the efficiency of the
photogeneration of the charge separated state with e- and h+.
The direct comparison of the transient absorption spectra obtained for UiO66(Zr)
with those relating to UiO66(Zr/Ti) experimentally demonstrates the active role of
Ti4+ as a mediator. A very long lifetime for the charge separated state is obtained if
Ti4+ is present.[90]
Furthermore, the presence of a substituent in the organic ligand can facilitate the
charge transfer process to the metal node by acting as an electron donor substituent.
Undoubtedly, the case of the amino group is noteworthy as this functional group
introduces an absorption band in the visible region (at about 400 nm) that is
attributed to the free electron pair located on the nitrogen atom that provide the
electron density to the  cloud of the aromatic ring. [78,79]
In this way, the amino group introduces a response in the visible region of the
spectrum. This is shown in Figure 1.8.

1/F(R)
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Figure 1.8. Diffuse reflectance UV-vis of MIL-l25(Ti) (b’) and MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 (b’’).

The introduction of a second amino group on the aromatic ring allows a greater
response of the material synthesized starting from this ligand – as proven by a shift
towards the red regions in the absorption spectrum.
Similarly, the use of anthracene or naphthalene units as chromophores positioned on
the organic linker can increase the response of the material in the visible region and
thus could be used to promote the photoexcitation of the MOF.

1.6.1.1 Core shell type MOFs synthesis
The photocatalytic activity of MOFs can be modified and often improved by the
introduction of functional groups in the ligand with auxochromic and bathochromic
characteristics.
There are numerous ways to introduce a functionalized ligand into an MOF. There
are some examples of direct synthesis, in which the organic functionalized ligand is
introduced in the synthesis step, and there are other examples in which the
functionalized ligand is introduced after the synthesis in a post-synthetic interchange
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(PSE or its equivalent solvent-assisted exchange). The last procedure was found to
be interesting due to the simplicity of the exchange process. The PSE protocol
involves the incubation of an already formed crystal of the MOF in a solution of a
pure ligand dissolved in a suitable solvent such as DMF or water.
The amount of ligand used in the post-synthetic step changes relative to what the
desired product is: thus, it emerged from experimental analysis, that when complete
replacement of the starting ligand is required, it is necessary to use more than four
equivalents of the new ligand.[77, 91, 92]
When a lesser quantity of ligand is required to be incorporated in the post synthetic
step, a 1:1 exchange: parent MOF ratio or less is used. [93-96]
This synthetic process has been widely used for the production of substituted MOFs
and has shown a high degree of compatibility between ligand and MOF.
There are only few studies on the reaction mechanism and the way in which the
ligand is distributed within the MOF is unknown.
In 2017, Matzger[92] proved that the distribution of the ligand within the MOF strictly
depends on the diffusion process and it has been shown that if the diffusion process
of the ligand is fast then it is possible to generate core shell species of the ligand
positioned inside the pores of the material as shown in Figure 1.9.

Figure 1.9. Two different ligand incorporation models: (left) a uniform distribution associated with fast
diffusion relative to the exchange process, and (right) a core-shell distribution associated with slow
diffusion relative to the exchange process.[92]

In other cases, in which the diffusion of the ligand inside the MOF is sluggish, as in
the case of the MOF-5,[92] a structure with fewer defects is obtained which provides
a homogeneous and uniform distribution of the ligand.
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It emerges that both species obtained have interesting characteristics and that due to
the greater number of defects generated, the core shell type species has an improved
catalytic and photocatalytic level of activity.
Starting from these premises, various studies have been developed with the aim of
generating core shell MOFs consisting of the heterojunction of two types of MOFs.
One of the techniques developed for the synthesis of new core shell MOFs involves
a seed induced growth procedure whose characteristics are like those described
previously. In this case, an already synthesized MOF will be present as the core on
which a second MOF will be grown by generating a structure of the MOF@MOF
type.[97]
The synthesis of these hierarchical structures enables obtaining catalysts with a
higher surface area; and the presence of a greater number of defects can lead to
obtaining a greater number of active sites (a parameter directly related to the
photocatalytic activity).
In addition, a pore-rich structure allows for the rapid and easy transmission of
electrons and the diffusion of water molecules.
It can be concluded that core shell type catalysts not only maintain the excellent
performance of both core and shell materials but overcome some of the
disadvantages of single MOFs and exhibit properties different from single core or
shell MOFs.
It should also be noted that there is an interface between the core and the shell in the
MOF@MOF type structure which favors the electronic transfer process and can
increase the degree of interfacial charge transfer if the material is used as a
photocatalyst.

1.6.2 Photocatalytic hydrogen generation
Due to the scarcity of fossil materials used as primary energy source, the scientific
world is focusing more and more attention on obtaining energy from renewable
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sources. One of the possibilities that arises is to generate hydrogen from water using
sunlight as a primary energy source.[85] The use of sunlight in combination with a
photocatalyst to produce reduced chemical species (as is the case of H2, methane, or
formate) is a field generally known as the production of solar fuels.
For the H2 production process, Garcia and co-workers were the first to report the
photocatalytic generation of H2 using UiO66(Zr)-NH2 as a photocatalyst in the
presence of a sacrificial electron-donor.

[98]

Scheme 1.4 shows the elementary

reactions triggered by light which result in the reduction of an H+ of H2O resulting
in H2.

Scheme 1.4. Photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting.

The process is similar to what occurs in the presence of traditional metal oxide
photocatalysts.[78] The research area appears to be relatively new. The current goal
is to increase the efficiency of the process in the presence of sunlight as an energy
source and using the characteristics of MOFs in terms of synthesis flexibility. [41, 78]
One of the problems connected to the preliminary studies on the production of H2
from water is related to the use of electron donor species which have the role of
sacrificial agents and make the process industrially scalable. The next step is to use
MOFs as photocatalysts which are able to convert water into H2 and O2 in
stoichiometric quantities in the presence of light radiation (as defined in previous
scheme 1.4).
From a thermodynamic point of view, the electrochemical potential required for the
oxidation of water to O2 is high and corresponds to +1.23 eV under standard
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conditions with respect to the SHE electrode. This oxidation reaction represents a
challenge for the scientific world.
It should also be noted that kinetically, the process requires 4 electrons and the
elimination of 4 protons. Therefore, for both thermodynamic and kinetic reasons, the
obtaining of H2 and O2 from water through an Overall Water Splitting reaction, in
stoichiometric quantities, is far less documented than the evolution of H2. [78]
Recent studies have shown the use of stable MOFs, such as MIL-125 NH2[43,99] or
even MIL-101 [43,99] to promote Overall Water Splitting reactions.
The study conducted by Garcia and a co-worker

[43]

showed that like inorganic

oxides, the photocatalytic activity of these materials is increased by at least one order
of magnitude by the use of a co-catalyst that can be incorporated on the surface or
in the pores of the semiconductor.
From the experimental studies it emerged that the photocatalytic activity of the MOF
improves if the co-catalyst is photo-deposited in the pores of the semiconductor and
not only on the surface. It is thus clear that the photocatalytic activity of an Overall
Water Splitting process depends on numerous factors – including the position of the
NPS as co-catalysts, the size of the co-catalyst, and the interfacial contact between
them. The preparation of these co-catalysts, as described in previous paragraphs, is
implemented through a green methodology named photo-deposition and uses water
and methanol as a reaction medium.
Interestingly for the work proposed in this doctoral thesis is the photo-deposition
process of Ru4+ in the form of NPS. In this specific context, the oxidation of Ru3+ to
Ru4+ is promoted through the photoirradiation of the system in which the ruthenium
salt is dispersed; and in this case the reaction medium is also water and methanol.
Ruthenium oxide (RuO2), which is formed as a result of the photoirradiation process,
is insoluble in the medium so that the nanoparticles will be photo- deposited in the
position of the MOF in which, upon irradiation, positive holes (h+) are photogenerated from the removal of an electron.
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Aim of the work

Chapter 2. Aim of the work
The increasingly scarce availability of energy from fossil fuels has spurred, in the
last decade, global research towards the development of processes that generate
energy from renewable sources. In this context, the obtaining of stoichiometric
hydrogen and oxygen from water using solar light radiation appears very interesting.
This photocatalytic process is known under the name of Overall Water Splitting.
Previously literature studies have reported that the complementary oxidation and
reduction reactions of water can be catalyzed by metal oxides which have shown
high activity when irradiated with ultraviolet light. However, they cannot be easily
chemically modified among other disadvantages.
Distinctly, as described in the introductory part, MOFs are materials that can be
obtained starting from different combinations of metal clusters and organic ligands.
Therefore, our aim is to synthesize new photoactive MOF materials acting as
photocatalysts upon visible light irradiation.
The strategies employed are described as the objectives of this doctoral thesis:
1) Design and photophysical study of a new trimetallic UiO66 (Zr/ Ce/Ti) MOF
material obtained following a post synthetic interchange of an already synthetized
UiO66 (Zr/Ce) which was described for the first time by Thrular.
Thus, five UiO66 (X)-H materials will be synthesized and structurally characterized.
The photocatalytic activity of the materials will firstly be analyzed through laser
flash photolysis studies and subsequently the solids will be tested in the
photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting reaction upon UV-visible and simulated
sunlight irradiation.
The reusability of the more active material will be further investigated.
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2) The Overall Water Splitting reaction will be further evaluated in the presence of
new core-shell structures MOF@MOF as photocatalysts
The aim is to synthesize core-shell type MOFs of UiO66 (Zr) -NH2 and UiO66 (Ce)
which, independently, have given good photocatalytic responses in the visible range,
through post-synthetic methodologies that use variable proportions of UiO66 (Zr) NH2 and / or UiO66 (Ce).
The structures obtained by heterojunction of UiO66 materials will be, thus,
structurally analyzed and, then, photo-catalytically tested as photocatalysts for the
Overall Water Splitting reaction upon UV-visible and simulated sunlight irradiation.
The most photo-catalytically active material will be reused.
The photophysical study of the materials, including, the study of the transient
absorption spectrum of the photogenerated transient species and the measurement of
the charge separated lifetime will be reported.
3) The photocatalytic reduction reaction of 4-nitrophenol (4-NP) to 4-aminophenol
(4-AP) will be studied through a tandem reaction.
The first step of the reaction will assume the generation of hydrogen from water,
employing methanol as electron donor, in the presence of a series of UiO66 (Zr) –
X, (X = NH2; NO2 and H), materials as photocatalysts. The effect of the substituent
in the organic ligand will be studied. The developed hydrogen will be then used for
the reduction of 4-NP to 4-AP.
The reaction mechanism will be studied in detail. Analysis in dark will be reported
in order to clarify the role of the catalyst.
The photocatalytic activity will be justified both by structural analysis of the
materials and by photophysical characterization.
4) Compare the catalytic activity of different UiO66(Zr) MOFs in the reduction
reactions of toxic substrates to give products that represent fundamental reagents of
the pharmaceutical and / or cosmetic industry which therefore have a low impact on
the environment and on human health.

Aim of the work
The main objective of this chapter will be developing a catalytic process in the
absence of co-catalysts, such as metal nanoparticles, or light radiation sources.
The catalytic activity will, thus, be improved by the presence of structural defects in
the MOFs which will be synthesized in the absence of modulators, leading to the
formation of a frustrated Lewis acid / base center obtained by the absence of a
metallic ligand-cluster bond in the active centers of the synthesized MOFs.
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3.1 Abstract
The photocatalytic activity of a series of five UiO-66 (M: Zr, Zr/Ti, Zr/Ce, Zr/Ce/Ti,
Ce) materials for Overall Water Splitting with generation of hydrogen and oxygen
has been herein measured. The most efficient photo-catalyst for the Overall Water
Splitting is the trimetallic MOF UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) which achieves 230 μ mol ∙ g−1
of H2 and 110 μ mol∙ g−1 of O2, upon UV light irradiation, and 210 μ mol∙ g−1 of
H2 and 70 μ mol∙ g−1 of O2, under visible light irradiation. These productivity data
indicate that a considerable percentage of its photo- catalytic activity derives from
the visible region of the spectrum (λ> 450 nm). The photocatalytic activity of
trimetallic UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) was maintained upon reuse. Kinetics of the charge
separated state monitored by transient absorption spectroscopy shows similar
deactivation profiles for the five UiO-66 samples, suggesting that it is the charge
separation efficiency the main factor responsible for the differences in the
photocatalytic activity. The use of methanol as sacrificial agent during the
photocatalytic experiments indicated that the high photocatalytic efficiency for
Overall Water Splitting in the case of UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) derives from the favorable
kinetics of oxygen evolution. These results show the potential of multimetallic
metal-organic frameworks as solar photo-catalysts by tuning light absorption
towards the visible region.

3.2 Introduction
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) [1–7] in where metal ions or clusters of metal ions
are interacting through coordinative bonds with organic linkers in a highly porous,
crystalline, solid structure are promising photocatalysts for the production of solar
fuels, including hydrogen generation.

[8–21]

It has been shown that the strong

interaction and the rigid environment with a fixed geometry and distance between
the metallic node and the organic linkers favor the photoinduced electron transfer
from the organic liker to the positively charged metallic nodes, resulting in an
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efficient charge separation. [8,22–26] The large diversity of transition metals together
with the large number of linkers offer a considerable flexibility in the selection of
adequate chromophores to enhance the photocatalytic activity. [8,14,18,24,27–30] Among
the main challenges to overcome, one of them is to increase the visible light photo
response of MOFs, this property being of particular interest for photocatalytic
applications under solar light irradiation. [8,13,15,18,31–40]
One of the strategies that has been well established in the area is the use of amino
substituted organic linkers or the use of mixed ligand (amino functionalized and
parent linker) MOFs as visible light photo responsive MOFs. [8]
Another alternative and complementary approach to enhance the photo response is
the use of mixed metals MOFs, in where more than one transition metal is present
in the metallic node.

[25,41–45]

Electron relay from one metal to another can narrow

the effective band gap by introducing intra band gap states that can also facilitate
photo- catalytic activity by increasing the charge separation efficiency and the
lifetime of the charge separation state. [25,44,46,47]
One case in where the mixed metal approach has shown its benefits is the case of
UiO-66(Zr).

[44,48–52]

Theoretical calculations have suggested that the main of

bottleneck of its photocatalytic activity derives from the fact that both the highest
unoccupied (LUCO) and the highest occupied crystal orbital (HOCO) in UiO-66
correspond to frontier orbitals mostly located at the organic linker, resulting in a
poor efficiency for the linker to metal node charge transfer.
introduction of Ti

4+

[22]

Recently,

on the node of UiO-66(Zr) has shown that the photocatalytic

activity for CO2 reduction in the presence of sacrificial electron donors of the mixed
metal UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) improves in comparison to single metal analogs. [44,50,53]
In a series of papers focused on the calculation of the band gap energies and
HOCO/LUCO redox potential in UiO structures, Truhlar and coworkers have
4+

proposed that Ce based UiO-66 should be an efficient photocatalyst due to the low4+

laying empty 4f orbitals of Ce that would correspond to the HOCO of this UiO-
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4+

66(Ce) material. [42] In addition, metal doping in Ce -based MOFs should promote
visible light photoresponse in UiO-66 structure by narrowing the band gap. [43] These
theoretical calculations also indicate that the LUCO and HOCO energies of the
4+

resulting metal doped Ce -UiO-66(Zr) should still have enough energy to promote
water oxidation and hydrogen generation, respectively, but these predictions still
require experimental evidence. [42,43]
In connection with the use of MOFs as solar light photocatalysts for Overall Water
Splitting,

[54–58]

our group has shown that besides hydrogen generation in the

presence of sacrificial electron donors,

[56]

MOFs can also generate oxygen photo-

catalytically from H2O in the absence of electron acceptors, a more challenging
process than simple hydrogen generation in the presence of electron donors. [56] It is
clear that real application of MOFs for the production of solar fuels requires the
simultaneous stoichiometric generation of hydrogen and oxygen from water.
Continuing with this line of research and led by the theoretical calculations showing
that modification of node composition can result in alteration of the bandgap,

[42,43]

the present manuscript reports the solar and visible light photocatalytic activity for
Overall Water Splitting of mixed-metal UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) solids. Only a few reports
have shown that MOFs are able to promote the photocatalytic Overall Water
Splitting, but the production rates with simulated sunlight up to now are low, about
100 μmol × g catalyst

−1

[56]

. Also, the photo-response was almost exclusively due to

the UV light. In contrast to these precedents, the present study reports a high Overall
Water Splitting activity mostly in the visible region due to the node composition
with the three transition metals with respect to the mono and bimetallic analogs. The
present study shows the opportunity that MOFs offer to tune their photocatalytic
activity in the visible region and increase the photo- catalytic efficiency by
developing sites that favor four electrons/four protons required in water oxidation.
Fluorescence and time-resolved absorption spectroscopy provide evidence showing
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that the charge separation is favorable in the case of the trimetallic UiO66(Zr/Ce/Ti). In this way the photocatalytic activity for Overall Water Splitting for
the trimetallic UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) for the visible light increases about one order of
magnitude with respect to the parent UiO-66(Zr). Overall, the experimental data are
in general agreement with the theoretical prediction and illustrate the versatility and
potential of MOFs as photo- catalysts.

3.3 Materials preparation
The materials under study, their preparation and the characterization data will be
described in the first place, before commenting on their photocatalytic activity in
Overall Water Splitting.
Five different UiO-66 containing either Zr or Ce and mixed bimetallic Zr/Ce, Zr/Ti
and trimetallic Zr/Ce/Ti were prepared in the present study. Four of them, mono and
bimetallic UiO-66(Zr), UiO-66(Ce), UiO-66(Zr/Ce) and UiO-66(Zr/Ti) materials
have been already de- scribed in the literature and were prepared following the
corresponding reported procedures,

[44,51,59,60]

while UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) was

synthesized for the first time in this work.

UiO-66
The synthesis of Zr-BDC MOF was carried out dissolving the metallic salt ZrCl4
(0.053 g, 0.227 mmol) and the organic linker 1,4-benzene- dicarboxylic acid
(H2BDC) (0.034 g, 0.227 mmol) in N,N’-di-methyl formamide (DMF) (24.9 g, 340
mmol) at room temperature. The mixture was transferred in a Teflon-lined
autoclave, sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 120 ̊C for 24 h. After cooling to
room temperature, the resulting white solid was filtered and washed several times
with DMF and dried at room temperature.

UiO-66(Zr/Ti)
UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) was synthetized following a post-synthetic method using TiCl4
(THF)2 under inert atmosphere. Synthesized UiO-66 (0.45 mmol) and TiCl4 (0.135
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mmol) as Ti source were suspended in 2.5 mL DMF and incubated for 4 days at 120
°C. After cation exchange, the corresponding UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) solids were filtered,
washed sequentially with DMF and MeOH and dried in vacuum at 40 °C for 24 h.

UiO-66(Zr/Ce)
UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) MOF was synthesized using Pyrex glass reaction tubes. H2BDC
(127.6 mg) was introduced into the glass reactor with DMF (3.6 mL) and aqueous
solutions of cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (0.533 M; 117 mg, 0.400 mL water),
zirconium (IV) dinitrate oxide hydrate (0.533 M, 99.0 mg 0.800 mL) and
concentrated formic acid (HCOOH, 100 %, 1.03 mL) were added. The suspension
of the starting materials was heated under stirring for 15 min at 100 °C. The lightyellow precipitate was centrifuged in the mother solution and then it was decanted
off. The solid was centrifuged twice in DMF (2 mL) and then, to remove DMF, the
solid was washed and centrifuged with acetone (2 mL) four times. The resulting
white solid was dried in air at 70 °C. Note that no cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate
that could interfere in the photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting remains in the final
solid.

UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti)
UiO-66(Zr/Ce) (0.45 mmol) and TiCl4(THF)2 (0.135 mmol) as Ti source were
suspended in 2.5 mL DMF and incubated for 4 days at 120 °C. After cation
exchange, the resulting UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) solids were filtered, washed sequentially
with DMF and MeOH and dried in vacuum at 40°C for 24h.

UiO-66(Ce)
H2BDC (35.4 mg, 213 μmol) was introduced into the glass reactor with DMF (1.2
mL) adding an aqueous solution of cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (0.400 mL,
0.5333 M). The glass reactor was heated under magnetic stirring for 15 min at 100
°C. The light-yellow precipitate was centrifuged in the mother suspension; then, the
solid was centrifuged twice in DMF (2 mL). To remove DMF from the product, the
solid was washed and centrifuged with acetone (2 mL) four times. The resulting
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yellow solid was dried in air at 70 °C. Note that no cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate
that could interfere in the photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting remains in the final
solid.
Scheme S3.1 shows the route followed for the preparation of these five UiO-66
samples.
Three of them were prepared de novo in a single step using terephthalic acid and
either ZrCl4, Ce (NH4)2(NO3)6 or a mixture of both as described in the literature.
[44,51,59,60]

It should be noted that for the case of UiO-66(Zr/Ce), with Zr/Ce atomic

ratio of 4, exhaustive characterization by elemental analysis and XPS has provided
conclusive evidence supporting the location of the two metals at the nodes of the
MOF.

[59,61]

The two Ti

4+

containing samples were prepared by post-synthetic ion

exchange in DMF as previously described,

[44,50,60]

starting either from UiO-66(Zr)

or the bimetallic UiO-66(Zr/Ce) and using the TiCl4 (THF)2 complex as Ti source in
DMF at 120 °C.
Table 3.1 lists the samples under study and summarizes some of the relevant
analytical and textural data obtained from ICP-AES, BET surface area and pore
volume measurements (representative isotherm curves are shown in Figures S3.1S3.3).
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Table 3.1 List of the photocatalysts per formula, specific BET employed in this work indicating the
metal content surface area and pore volume values.

MOF

Zr
(mol)

Ti (mol)

Ce
(mol)

Sum of
moles

BET
(m2/g)

Pore
Volume
(cm3/g)

UiO-66(Zr)

6.34

/

/

6.34

1258

0.75

UiO66 (Ce)

/

/

5.6

5.6

916

0.35

UiO66(Zr/Ti)

4.82

0.84

/

5.66

974

0.78

UiO66
(Zr/Ce)

5.64

/

0.91

6.55

1297

0.69

4.16

1.18

0.5

6.46

1019

0.65

UiO66
(Zr/Ce/Ti)

The isomorphic crystal structure of the samples corresponding to the UiO-66
structure was confirmed by powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD). Supporting
information presents the PXRD patterns recorded for the five samples (Figure S3.4S3.5). Some small, but significant, shifts in the position of the lowest angle
diffraction peak from 7.2° for UiO-66 (Ce) to 7.4° for UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66
(Zr/Ce) till 7.5° for UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) were observed. As a
4+

4+

4+

general trend, the replacement of Zr or Ce ions by smaller Ti ones at the metal
node causes some contraction of the unit cell, as confirmed by the crystallographic
data shown in Figure S3.5. Comparison of the diffractograms b) and d) in Figure
S3.5 shows for both MOFs containing Ti a shift of the peak at 7.4° to a value of 7.5°.
This small shift in the position of the shortest angle diffraction peak has been already
4+

observed in the literature and attributed to the incorporation of Ti having the small
ionic radius to the nodes. [44] Similar observations have been previously reported in
the literature and taken as evidence of the framework incorporation metals.
[25,44,60,62,63]
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Furthermore, the average size of the crystallites for the different UiO-66 materials
under study was estimated using the Scherer’s equation employing the most intense
XRD peak at about 7.3 2 θ.
D = k∙λ∕βcosθ
Where: D = crystallites size (nm); K = 0.9 (Scherer constant); λ =0.15406 nm (X-ray
wavelength); β = FWHM (radiants); θ = peak position (radiants).

The calculation for the UiO-66 (Zr), UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), UiO-66 (Zr/Ce), UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) and UiO-66 (Ce) indicates average crystallite size of about 45, 30, 45, 39
and 34 nm, respectively. In the present cases, the smaller crystallite size of the
different UiO-66 solids respect to the particle size obtained by FE-SEM
measurements (see below) indicate that the particles are polycrystalline.
Interestingly, the post-synthetic modification of UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) by
4+

Ti ions result in a decrease of both the crystallite size and particle size as revealed
by both XRD (Scherer equation) and FE-SEM measurements (see below).
The nature and content of the transition metals present in the material was
determined by ICP-AES and the results obtained are listed in Table 3.1. The
difference between the theoretical metal content of 6 mols of metal for the ideal
formula Zr6(μ3-O)4(μ3−OH)4(μ4-BDC)6]n (BDC: benzene-1,4-dicarboxylate) and
the experimental value (Table3. 1) is generally assumed as due to the presence of
defects on the UiO-66 sample. [64] Importantly, the incorporation of Ti atoms on the
UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) solids is accompanied by a decrease of Zr or Zr
and Ce content of the materials. XRD and ICP-AES analysis agree with previous
reports in the literature describing the partial replacement of Zr

4+

or Ce

4+

atoms

4+

present in the UiO-66 (Zr) [63] or UiO66 (Ce) solids [62], respectively, by Ti atoms.
The density of defects in the series of UiO-66 was estimated by thermogravimetry,
determining the residual remaining weight of the material after combustion of the
organic linkers, corresponding to metal oxides, that was compared to the theoretical
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amount according to the expected unit cell formula. Figure S3.6 contains the
thermogravimetric profile of each of the different UiO-66 MOFs under study.
Surface area and porosity were determined by isothermal nitrogen adsorption at 77
K (Figures S3.1-S3.3). The data of all MOFs under study are presented in Table 3.1.
It was found that UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) were the materials with the largest
2

specific surface area above 1200 m /g. The smallest BET area corresponds to UiO2

66 (Ce) that has a value of 916 m /g in good agreement with previous reports.

[65]

4+

The two samples containing Ti have an area that is in between these values. While
3

the pore volume of four of the samples was about 0.7 cm / g, this value was about
0.4 in the case of UiO-66 (Ce), again in accordance with the data previously
described in literature. [66] Analysis of these data shows that the surface area values
of UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce), both samples prepared by de novo synthesis,
are comparable. This indicates that the presence of Ce

4+

cation in the cluster of

UiO66 (Zr/Ce) does not influence material porosity. This conclusion is in agreement
with the coincidence of XRD patterns for UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce).
Particularly, the comparison of the diffractograms (a) and (c) in Figures S3.4 and
S3.5 clearly indicates that the two MOFs are isostructural. In addition, the pore
3

volume of the two materials is similar, going from 0.75 cm /g for UiO-66 (Zr) to
3

0.69 cm /g for UiO66(Zr/Ce). The small decrease of the pore volume could be
4+

related to somewhat larger metal nodes due to the larger cation radius of Ce respect
to Zr

4+
.

4+

However, the fact that the Ce percentage is less than 20 % does not cause

large structural distortions. On the other hand, for UiO-66 (Ce), also prepared by de
4+

4+

novo synthesis using a Ce salt, the larger Ce cation radius compared to Zr

4+

is

responsible for larger structural distortions reflected in the diffractogram of the
2

samples (Figure S3.5) also causing a diminution of the BET surface area, 916 m / g,
3

and the pore volume of the material, 0.35 cm /g, for UiO-66 (Ce).
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Regarding Ti

4+

,

4+

the partial replacement of Zr and/or Ce

4+

4+

by Ti cation is reflected

in a substantial decrease in the surface area value of the material, but a constant pore
volume size. These variations in the porosity indicate the formation of defects and
distortions of the crystal structure.
IR spectroscopy shows some variation in the relative intensity of a specific peak of
−1

the terephthalate linker appearing at 1590 cm and corresponding to the stretching
vibration of the -C(O)O group, that depends on the nature of the transition metal at
the node. This peak splits in two bands for UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) and shifts to higher
wavenumber for UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce). This variation in IR
spectrum is in agreement with the replacement of Zr
4+

4+

in the inorganic node of

4+

bimetallic and trimetallic MOFs by Ti and Ce ions. Figure S3.7 in the supporting
information contains the IR spectra of the five samples under study and the area
where the previously mentioned variation of the peak can be observed has been
marked.
The morphology of the particles was observed by field-emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figures S3.8-S3.21 in supporting
information). SEM and TEM images of UiO-66 (Zr) show the presence of
nanocrystals of 248 nm in average (Figure S3.8) with cubic and octahedral
4+

morphology. The morphology of the UiO-66 (Zr) changes somewhat upon Ti ion
exchange accompanied by a decrease of the crystal size to about 173 nm in average
(Figure S3.9), probably due to the occurrence of partial corrosion of the parent UiO66 crystals as previously reported.

[25]

In the case of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) the

morphology of the particles is quasi spherical with particle sizes 73 nm in average
4+

(Figure S3.10). The post-synthetic modification of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) by Ti

exchange also causes a decrease of the particle size to 62 nm and some deterioration
of the quasi-spherical morphology of the parent bimetallic UiO-66 (Figure S3.11).
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The UiO-66 (Ce) exhibits irregular spherical and octahedral shapes of about 72 nm
(Figure S3.12). EDX elemental analysis of the particles shows the uniform
distribution of the metals in the crystals. In particular, EDX elemental analysis of
the trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) MOF (Figure S3.17) shows somewhat higher
titanium content than the value obtained by ICP analysis. In accordance with
previous studies [25] the higher titanium content measured by EDX compared to ICP
could be explained considering that the post-synthetic Ti exchange occur
preferentially

on

the

outermost

shell

of

the

MOF

particles.

The series of the UiO-66 solids were also characterized by XPS. This technique
reveals the presence and oxidation state of the atoms present in the solids. Some
general XPS features for all the UiO-66 materials prepared can be drawn (Figures
S3.22-S3.26 in supporting information). Thus, C1s XPS shows the presence of
aromatic carbons (∼284.4 eV), together with carboxylate carbon atoms (∼288 eV)
of the terephthalate ligands. The O 1s XPS band centered at about 532 eV is mainly
due to the oxygens present at the carboxylate groups. The Zr3d5/2 (182.5 eV) and 3
4+

d3/2 (184.5 eV) are characteristic of the Zr atoms present in the metal nodes. XPS
4+

Ti 2p confirms Ti incorporation in the metal nodes as revealed by the XPS Ti 2p3/2
(∼458 eV) and 2p1/2 (∼464 eV). Regarding the characterization of Ce atoms in the
3+

UiO-66 solids, previous studies have reported the presence of Ce atoms together
with Ce

4+

in the single-metal UiO-66 (Ce) material based on XPS.

3+

[51]

The same

4+

mixed Ce /Ce valence state was also observed for mixed- metal UiO-66 (Zr/Ce)
4+

solids, where Zr substitution at the nodes by Ce

4+/3+

X-ray absorption near edge structure spectroscopy.

was previously supported by

[51]

In our study, the three XPS
4+

Ce 3d bands at 884, 901 and 917 eV can be attributed to Ce ions at the metal nodes.
[51,66]
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One important issue to be addressed in mixed-metal MOFs is the location of metals
in the secondary building units (SBUs).

[67]

One possibility is that the metals are

arranged in different SBUs, while a second possibility is that the metals are randomly
distributed sharing the same SBUs. Based on previous studies about mixed-metals,
mixed- metal SBUs are more likely to be formed for metal ions of similar ionic radio
and affinity to coordinate oxygen atoms. Thus, in principle the mixed-metal SBU
4+

4+

4+

4+

would be more favorable when using Zr and Ti atoms, respect to Zr and Ce .
In fact, previous reports using UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) have concluded that the more
favorable configuration of this MOF would contain Zr6 and Ce6 nodes although
mixed-metal SBU of CeZr5 can be present.[68]
It was supposed, in the case of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) material, that the metal clusters
could be constituted by one, two or three different metals. XPS has been reported as
an appropriate technique to support the distribution of metals, depending on whether
or no changes, in the binding energy and symmetry, of the XPS peaks corresponding
to the different metal ions are observed. [67] Metal present in different SBUs should
exhibit the same XPS peaks as those of single-metal MOFs since the interaction
among these metal ions should be negligible because they are separated by the
terephthalate units. In contrast, the presence of two or three different metals in the
same SBU could be reflected in differences in the XPS spectra of the mixed-metal
MOF compared to the monometallic MOF. Comparison of XPS Zr 2p peaks for the
UiO-66 series (Figure S3.27) show a shift (0.32 eV) in the Zr binding energy in the
case of UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) respect to the parent UiO-66 (Zr) that
is not observed, as already reported, in the case of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce). In contrast,
the XPS Ti 2p peak of UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) are coincident in
binding energy (Figure S3.27). These findings agree with the presence of mixedmetal SBUs of Zr and Ti atoms in the UiO-66 solids while Zr and Ce atoms should
be located in isolated domains. Furthermore, XPS Ce 3d peak of UiO-66 (Ce) and
UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) are very similar (Figure S3.27), as reported

[61,68]

while in the case
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of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) the binding energy for Ce decreases, indicating that Ce is
sharing node with Ti as previously reported for the UiO-66 (Zr) partially exchanged
with Ti

4+

in the metal node.

[62]

In summary, XPS analysis of the samples are

coincident with the literature in the case of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) where separate Zr6 and
Ce6 nodes are present but indicates that Ti shares nodes both with Zr and Ce.
Regarding the photocatalytic activity, one important information that indicates
which are the photons absorbed by the material is the UV–vis absorption spectra.
These absorption spectra recorded in the diffuse reflectance mode are presented in
Fig. 3.1.

Fig. 3.1. Diffuse reflectance UV–vis spectra of a) UiO-66(Zr), b) UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), c) UiO-66(Zr/Ce),
d) UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti), e) UiO-66(Ce). The inset (at right) corresponds to a magnification of the 400650 nm region for plots a), b), c) and d).

It can be seen there that the sample absorbing at longer wavelength is the UiO-66
(Ce), in agreement with theoretical data that have predicted a narrowing of the
HOCO/LUCO band gap for this material in comparison to UiO-66 (Zr).
In addition, as it can be, also, seen in Fig. 3.1, an expansion of the absorption
spectrum onset shows that the introduction of titanium on the node produces a red
shift of the onset respect to the parent UiO-66 (Zr) and the trimetallic UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) has an absorption tail that expands up to 600 nm into the visible zone.
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The estimated band gap values from diffuse reflectance UV–vis spectroscopy
(Figure S3.28) for UiO-66 (Zr), UiO-66 (Zr/Ce), UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti)
and UiO- 66 (Ce) are 3.31, 3.25, 3.10, 3.05 and 2.60 eV, respectively. In particular,
the band gap of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) is close to that of UiO-66 (Zr) while UiO-66 (Zr/Ti)
and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) exhibit slightly smaller band gap values. According to
previous studies [67] and in agreement with our XPS and XRD data it is proposed that
4+

4+

the presence of Ti in the same SBU as Zr and Ce

4+/3+

is responsible of the band

gap narrowing respect to the UiO-66(Zr) solid.[67]

3.4 Results and discussion
Photocatalytic activity
The samples under study were screened for their photocatalytic activity for Overall
Water Splitting reaction upon irradiation with a xenon lamp (UV–vis) in the absence
(Fig. 3.2a) or in the presence (Fig. 3.2b) of a cutoff filter (λ > 450 nm). The results
obtained under these two conditions after 24 h irradiation is presented in Fig. 3.2.
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Fig. 3.2. Photocatalytic gas evolution using different UiO-66 as photocatalysts upon irradiation with
UV–vis light (a) or exclusively with visible light (b) (λ > 450 nm). Reaction conditions: light source
UV–vis xenon lamp (150 mW cm−2) equipped or not with a filter (λ > 450 nm), photocatalyst 20 mg,
H2O (20 mL) photoreactor volume (51 mL), reaction temperature (35 °C).

As it can be seen in Figure 3.2, in all cases evolution of hydrogen and oxygen was
observed. In general, the amount of oxygen was close to the expected stoichiometric
amount according to the evolution of hydrogen. Similar lesser O2 formation has been
frequently observed in the literature and attributed to adventitious hole and/or
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oxygen consumption. [56] This less than expected O2 production is motivated by the
high oxidation potential required in water oxidation and its slow kinetics. The lesser
than expected O2 evolution can be due to the partial consumption of holes causing
some oxidation of metal sites of the photocatalyst, or the binding and consumption
of some formed O2 with metal nodes or photoreactor.
Several remarkable facts were observed when comparing the performance of the
different samples. Thus, comparison of part a) and b) in Figure 3.2 shows that the
photocatalytic activity of UiO-66 (Zr) derives mainly from the UV region,
decreasing significantly when using exclusively visible light. This is in agreement
with the poor photo response of UiO-66 (Zr) for most of the visible light photons. It
is also remarkable that the photocatalytic activity of UiO-66 (Ce) remains almost the
same when the sample is irradiated in the UV–vis or the visible region, meaning that
in the case of UiO-66 (Ce) the photo response derives mainly from visible light,
therefore contrasting with the behavior of UiO-66 (Zr). Similar performance of
almost constant photocatalytic activity under UV–vis or visible light irradiation was
also observed for other two samples, namely UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti).
The photocatalytic activity for Overall Water Splitting follows the order UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) > UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) > UiO-66 (Zr/Ti).
Overall, these photocatalytic data show the remarkable increase in visible light
activity achieved by introduction of Ti

4+

into the parent UiO-66 (Zr). As it can be

seen in Figure 3.2b, the best performing UiO-66 was the trimetallic UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti), showing the benefit on the photo-catalytic activity of introducing more
than two metals. Overall, the photocatalytic activity of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) is seventime higher than that of UiO-66 (Zr). To put the obtained values into context,
recently prof. Garcia’s group has reported a hydrogen production from Overall
Water Splitting using MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 and MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 simultaneously
−1

loaded with Pt and RuOx NPs as co-catalysts values of 48 and 218 μmol g

respectively, after 24 h under similar reaction conditions as there used in the parent
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study. [56] The values presented in the Figure 3.2b) for UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) are similar
to those reported by Pt, RuO3-MIL 125 (Ti)- NH2, but using exclusively visible light
and in the absence of any precious metal. Thus, the results achieved in Figure 3.2 b)
are remarkable and probably among the highest ever reported with visible light.
To better understand the reasons of the higher activity of the tri-metallic UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) with respect to the other related congeners, an additional experiment with
monochromatic light at 400 nm was performed. This wavelength is at the limit of
the visible region and corresponds to the onset of the absorption band for the fourzirconium containing UiO-66 (Figure 3.1) and the absorption intensity at this
wavelength follows the same relative order as the photocatalytic activity measured
for the full visible wavelength range. It is, therefore, proposed that light absorption
is one of the main factors determining the relative photocatalytic activity order in
the case of the Zr containing MOFs. However, the fact that UiO-66 (Ce) exhibits
even higher visible absorption, but it is much less active indicates that the multimetallic composition of the nodes should also play and important role.
In addition, the photo-response of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) for Overall Water Splitting
was measured for three specific wavelengths: 300, 400 and 500 nm (Figure 3.3),
observing that the highest relative efficiency corresponds to 300 nm. The values of
the apparent quantum yield (Φ) for Overall Water Splitting are given as numbers in
the inset of Figure 3.3 a).
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Figure 3.3: a) Overall water splitting using UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) under monochromatic irradiation (300,
400 or 500 nm). Inset: H2 production upon monochromatic light irradiation and the corresponding UV–
vis diffuse reflectance spectra of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti). The values of the apparent quantum yield for each
wavelength, obtained by applying equation S1, are given as numbers in the graph for three wavelengths.
Reaction conditions: UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) (10 mg), Milli Q-H2O (10 mL), temperature (35 °C), and
reaction time: 24 h. b) Photocatalytic H2 evolution in the overall water splitting for two consecutive
uses of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti): first use (◼); second use (○). The inset shows the XRD of the fresh (black
one) and two-times used (red one) UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) sample. Reaction conditions: catalyst (20 mg)
light source UV–vis xenon lamp (150 mW cm-2) with a cut off filter (λ > 450 nm), H2O (20 mL)
photoreactor volume (51 mL), reaction temperature (35 °C).

As it can be seen in this inset, although H2 production follows apparently the
absorbance spectrum of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti), due to the higher light fluency, the
highest Φ value is measured at 300 nm. Further knowledge on the photochemical
processes is necessary to understand the reasons with Φ values do not follow the
absorbance dependency of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti), but they are higher at shorter
wavelengths.
Regarding stability, the same sample of UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) was submitted to two
consecutive uses as photocatalyst under visible light irradiation (λ > 450 nm),
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following the temporal profile of hydrogen and oxygen evolution (Figure 3.3b). A
minor decrease in the initial reaction rate and final hydrogen production was
observed that could be due to the incomplete recovery of the material after the run
to be used as a photocatalyst in the subsequent reaction or to the analytical
experimental error. In addition, XRD shows no change in the position or intensity of
the diffraction peaks of the fresh and two times used samples.
The Overall Water Splitting reaction consists in the simultaneous production of
hydrogen by conduction band electrons and the corresponding amount of oxygen by
valence band holes. Typically, to increase the efficiency of a photocatalyst it is
convenient to add a co-catalyst whose role is to facilitate interfacial electron transfer,
and evolution of gases, increasing in this way the efficiency of the photocatalytic
process. Typical co-catalysts are noble metals such as platinum, palladium and gold
or critical metals such as ruthenium or cobalt. [9,56] It is important to note that in the
present case, no co-catalysts are added, and that the overall splitting activity arises
from the intrinsic efficiency of MOFs. Of the two simultaneously occurring
reactions, i.e., hydrogen evolution and water oxidation, the latter is kinetically the
most demanding reaction [69]. For this reason, it is a common practice to determine
the photocatalytic hydrogen evolution in the presence of sacrificial electron donors
that typically increase the efficiency of hydrogen generation by more than one order
of magnitude [8]. In the present case, in the irradiation under UV–vis using UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) as photocatalyst addition of methanol as sacrificial electron donor
increases the amount of hydrogen evolved by two-fold reaching a value after 24 h
−1

of 390 μ moles g catalyst, particularly considering that methanol contributes also
to H2 evolution through photo reforming upon hole quenching. This modest
influence of the presence of methanol on the photocatalytic hydrogen generation
indicates that hole quenching by water with the evolution of oxygen production is,
in the present case, a process that occurs at relatively high reaction rate compared to
other photocatalytic systems. Therefore, that does not cause the expected slowdown
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of the photocatalytic process. Since oxygen evolution by water oxidation is a four
IV

12-

electrons-four protons process, it is proposed that the multi-metallic M6 O4(OH)4

clusters of UiO-66 are acting somehow similarly to the multi-metallic oxygen
evolution center in the natural photosynthetic center II, cooperatively removing the
electrons and protons required in the transformation of H2O into O2. In other words,
the presence of three metals with different oxidation potentials in the same MOF
could store in close spatial proximity more than one hole, while providing
coordination sites for water, hydroxyl and other oxygen intermediates, making easier
the formation of O2.

Mechanism of the photocatalytic water splitting
To get more insights on the most photoactive material prepared in this work UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) the band energy was experimentally determined. In particular, a valence
band energy vs. vacuum of -7.05 eV was estimated from XPS and the band gap of
3.10 eV was measured by diffuse reflectance UV–vis spectroscopy, resulting in a
conduction band energy minimum vs. vacuum of 3.95 eV. These data confirm that
the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) band alignment is appropriate to promote Overall Water
Splitting at pH 7 that requires CB of higher than -4.03 eV and VB lower than -5.26
eV for H2 and O2 evolution from water, respectively (Figure S3.29). Scheme S3.2
shows a proposed mechanism for the photoinduced charge separation in trimetallic
UiO- 66 (Zr /Ce/Ti) MOF, where Ti is acting as a mediator in the electron migration,
enhancing the efficiency of the photogenerated charge separation, able to generate
H2 and O2, respectively.
To assess the occurrence of charge separation upon irradiation, an acetonitrile
suspensions of mixed metal UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) in the presence of N, N, N’, N’2+

tetramethyl-p-phenylene-diamine (TMPDA) and methyl viologen (MV ), two
typical visual probes of photooxidation and photoreduction, [70,71] respectively, was
carried out. As indicated in Scheme 3.1, upon excitation of the linker in UiO-66
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(Zr/Ce/Ti) ligand-to-metal charge transfer should occur with the simultaneous
generation of electrons in the LUCO and positive holes at the HOCO; these electrons
2+

and holes can be quenched by suitable electron acceptors (MV ) or electron donors
(TMPDA).

Scheme 3.1: Proposed photoinduced electron transfer process upon light excitation and generation of
2+
radical cation by MV reduction and TMPDA oxidation.

The use of these quenchers in particular results in the generation of the
corresponding radical cations that can be visually observed by their characteristic
color and their generation can be conveniently followed by colorimetric techniques.
These data could be also used to quantify the concentration of these radical cations.
Figure 3.4 shows the absorption spectrum of an acetonitrile suspension of UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) containing TMPDA before and after irradiation. Upon irradiation the
characteristic absorption band corresponding to TMPDA

.+

radical cation, that

exhibits an absorption band with fine structure centered at 590 nm, can be seen. [70,71]
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Figure 3.4. UV − vis absorption spectra of an acetonitrile suspension of the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) MOF
in the presence of: TMPDA as electron donor a), before a1) and after a2) solar simulator irradiation,
and MV

2+,

as electron acceptor b), before (b1) and after (b2) xenon lamp irradiation. The photographs

of the insets show the visual appearance of the suspensions under each condition.

The inset in Figure 3.4 a) shows a photograph of the suspension upon irradiation
.+

showing the characteristic color of the photogenerated TMPDA .
While the use of TMPDA as probe shows the occurrence of oxidation upon
simulated sunlight irradiation of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) as photo-catalyst, an analogous
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2+

experiment was carried out with MV , as electron acceptor. In this case the
suspension becomes blue and optical spectroscopy shows the characteristic UV–vis
.+

spectrum of MV radical cation that exhibits a sharp peak at 390 nm with a shoulder
in the blue side and a much less intense broad peak with fine structure at 600 nm.
.+

Formation of MV radical cation indicates the photogeneration of electrons upon
irradiation of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti).
After having shown the occurrence of charge separation upon irradiation of UiO-66
(Zr/Ce/Ti) with generation of electrons and holes, it is of interest to determine the
possible origin of the higher photocatalytic activity of trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti)
in comparison with monometallic and bimetallic analogues. Towards this goal,
emission spectra of the samples suspended in acetonitrile were recorded. The results
are presented in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5. Emission spectra (exc=266 nm) of acetonitrile suspensions of a) UiO-66 (Zr), b) UiO-66
(Zr/Ti), c) UiO-66 (Zr/Ce), d) UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti), and e) UiO- 66(Ce).
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As it can be seen there, two samples, UiO- 66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) exhibit
emission in the range from 350−600 nm.
The emission intensity follows the order UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) > UiO-66 (Zr). Since the
most removable origin of this emission is the energy dissipation of electron-hole
recombination, the higher the emission intensity, the higher the electron-hole
recombination. Therefore, the fact that trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) does not emit
indicates that, for this material, charge recombination occurs in much lesser extent
than for the other samples. Charge recombination is an undesirable energy waste
process, competing with photocatalyst.
This relative emission intensity is, therefore, compatible with the higher
photocatalytic efficiency of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) that should become favored as the
percentage of charge recombination, related to the emission intensity decreases.
Transient absorption spectroscopy measurements were carried out to further
understand the origin of the enhanced photocatalytic activity. In one of the series of
the experiments, aqueous solution of the terephthalate ligand was irradiated with a
nanosecond 266 nm laser pulse. A transient decay in the microsecond time scale,
attributed to the photogeneration of the terephthalic triplet exited state, was recorded.
The influence of the presence of the metals present in the nodes of UiO-66 to this
transient excited state was studied by monitoring the transient signals at 330 nm. It
was observed that the transient signal corresponding to the terephthalic triplet exited
−12

state is quenched by Zr6O4(OH)4 , that was prepared previously to be used in the
quenching experiment. Figure 3.6 shows the change in the terephthalate transient
signal in the absence and in the presence of the [Zr6O4(OH)4]

−12

cluster.
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Figure 3.6. a) Temporal profiles of the transient signal monitored at 330 nm for an aqueous solution of
the terephthalate ligand at pH 12: before a’) and after a’’) the addition of an aqueous solution of
−4

Zr6O4(OH)4 (7.5 × 10 M); before b’) and after b’’) the addition of an aqueous solution of TiCl 4 (1.0
−4

× 10 M) and before c’) and after the addition of an aqueous solution of Ce(NH4)2(NO3)6 (0.5 × 10

−4

−4

M, c’’) and 10.0 × 10 M c’’’)).

Similarly, terephthalate transient signal was quenched by the presence of TiCl 4 and
Ce (NH4)2(NO3)6, although for these two cases the quenching rate constant was
12−

significantly lower than for the case of Zr6O4(OH)4
constant values are k: [Zr6O4(OH)4]

12−

-1

cluster (quenching rate
-1

= 71216 M ; k TiCl4 = 45839 M ; k Ce
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-1

(NH4)2(NO3)6 = 48187 M ). Although the Ti

4+

and Ce

4+

species may not exactly

correspond to the UiO-66 metal clusters, this quenching study in solution proves that
the triplet excited state of the terephthalate linker can interact with the clusters or
cations present in the UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) node.
Additional measurements were carried out with all the solid UiO-66 samples in
acetonitrile suspensions. It has been reported in literature that photogenerated
transients can be conveniently monitored using persistent suspensions of these
semiconductors.

[8]

To address the nature of the transient signals, dichloromethane

as electron quencher and methanol as hole quencher were employed. Upon
excitation of acetonitrile suspensions of the five UiO-66 samples, transient signals
spanning the whole range of UV and visible wavelengths were observed. The
intensity of the absorbance increases toward the red region of the spectrum in three
of the samples containing Zr and in UiO- 66 (Ce), while UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) presents a
neutral absorbance intensity through the whole range of wavelength (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.7. Transmission transient absorption spectra of a) UiO-66 (Zr), b) UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), c) UiO-66
(Zr/Ce), d) UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) and e) UiO-66 (Ce) MOF recorded 1.4 μs after 266 nm laser excitation
under argon atmosphere for optically matched (absorbance 0.1) suspensions of the UiO-66 solids in
acetonitrile.
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Two different behaviors in the presence of quenchers were observed. In the case of
monometallic UiO-66 (Zr), UiO-66 (Ce) as well as trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) the
transient signal is quenched both by addition of dichloromethane and methanol. This
quenching behavior indicates that transient signals in the whole spectral range
correspond to the combined absorption of electrons and holes. In agreement with the
quenching, the signal monitored at 400 nm becomes faster in the presence of both
quenchers. To illustrate this behavior Figure 3.8 shows the case of the most efficient
trimetallic UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) photocatalyst.

Figure 3.8. Temporal profile of the transient signals monitored at 400 nm for UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti)
recorded upon 266 nm laser excitation under argon atmosphere a’), and after addition of 300 μL of
dichloromethane a’’) and methanol b’’).

The two bimetallic MOFs, UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) exhibit a contrasting
behavior. The transient signals are quenched by the presence of methanol, but in the
presence of dichloromethane, the intensity of the transient signals and the lifetime
of the transient species increase for UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), while for UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) a
moderate quenching in the intensity, but not in the lifetime can be seen. This
indicates that for UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) the main component contributing to the monitored
transient signals are photogenerated holes that disappear in the presence of methanol
but increase in intensity in the presence of dichloromethane due to the lesser extent
of electron-hole recombination, when an electron scavenger is present. Supporting
information presents a more complete set of transient spectra in the presence of these
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two quenchers (Figures S3.30-S3.33). Overall, the time resolved study agrees with
the generation of a charge separated state decaying in a few μs with two kinetics
(Figure 3.9): one fast that is complete in less than one microsecond corresponding
to about 65 % of the total initial signal and another slower spanning a few
microseconds.

Figure 3.9. Temporal profile of the transient signals monitored at 400 nm recorded upon 266 nm laser
excitation under argon atmosphere for a) UiO-66 (Zr), b) UiO-66 (Zr/Ti), c) UiO-66 (Zr/Ce), d) UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti), e) UiO-66 (Ce) MOFs.

This temporal profile indicates the occurrence of a fast charge recombination of 50–
70 % of the photogenerated electrons and holes in less than one microsecond and
relocation of the remaining percentage of charge carriers resulting in a longer-lived
charge separation state that finally disappears at a longer timescale. The presence of
quenchers alters both the fast and the slower regime, indicating that both types of
charge carriers are accessible to the quenchers. A summary of the kinetic data
obtained from the time resolved measurements are summarized in Table S3.1 of the
supporting information.
Importantly, the dynamic behavior of the trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/ Ti) does not
differ significantly from that of monometallic UiO-66 (Zr), since the transient
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signals and the percentage of the slowest components are similar. Therefore, it is
suggested that the higher efficiency observed in Overall Water Splitting is not related
to thermodynamic considerations related to bandgap and HOCO-LUCO energy
alignment, since H2 and O2 evolution is observed in all the materials, but to kinetic
factors. In this way, the trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) would exhibit the most
efficient charge separation and the lesser degree of charge recombination. This
would result in a higher density of electrons and holes available for water splitting.
The charge separation state transients would have similar lifetimes and temporal
decays in the five samples under study.

3.5 Conclusions
A computational study has suggested that UiO-66 (Ce) should be a suitable
photocatalyst for Overall Water Splitting. However, the present study has provided
experimental that, instead of monometallic MOFs, mixed metal UiO-66 are more
efficient, particularly trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti). For this material a high
percentage of the photocatalytic activity, over 40 %, derives from visible light photoresponse. Photocatalytic experiments using methanol as sacrificial electron donor
indicate that oxygen generation is considerably favored in trimetallic UiO-66, a fact
that has been attributed to the collective cooperation of trimetallic clusters favoring
the kinetics of the four electrons-four proton process resulting in oxygen evolution.
Time resolved measurements in acetonitrile suspensions have allowed to detect the
charge separation state in the microsecond time scale. The transient signals
correspond to a combination of electrons and holes in the complete UV–vis
wavelength range, both for UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti), with similar kinetic
behavior. In contrast with the similar charge separation state kinetics,
photoluminescence measurements reveal much lesser emission intensity for
trimetallic UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) than for monometallic UiO-66 (Zr), indicating that
unfavorable charge recombination occurs for UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) in much lesser
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extent than in the other UiO-66 congeners. Thus, the multi-metallic composition
favors higher generation of charge separation, increasing the photocatalytic
efficiency of this material. Overall, the present study shows the opportunity that
MOFs offer to prepare efficient visible-light photo-catalysts for Overall Water
Splitting, something that has been challenging for metal oxide semiconductors.
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3.7 Supporting information
Experimental procedure
All chemicals were obtained commercially from Sigma-Aldrich and used without
further purification. ZrCl4 was purchased from Sigma Aldrich ≥99.5 % trace metals
basis; Terephtalic acid was supplied by Sigma Aldrich; TiCl4 ∙ 2THF was provided
by Sigma Aldrich 97%; cerium ammonium nitrate was purchased from Sigma
Aldrich ≥99.9 % trace metals basis; zirconium (IV) dinitrate oxide hydrate was
bought from Sigma Aldrich 99%; Dimethylformamide was from Sigma for HPLC,
≥99.9%; Methanol was supplied by Sigma Aldrich for HPLC, ≥99.9%.

Material preparation
UiO-66: The synthesis of Zr-BDC MOF was carried out dissolving the metallic salt
ZrCl4 (0.053 g, 0.227 mmol) and the organic linker 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid
(H2BDC) (0.034g, 0.227 mmol) in N,N`-dimethylformamide (DMF) (24.9 g, 340
mmol) at room temperature. The mixture was transferred in a Teflon-lined
autoclave, sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 220 ̊C for 12 hours. After
cooling to room temperature, the resulting white solid was filtered and washed
several times with DMF and methanol and dried at room temperature.
UiO-66(Zr/Ti): UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) was synthetized following a post-syntetic method
using TiCl4(THF)2 under inert atmosphere. Synthesized UiO-66 (0.45 mmol) and
TiCl4(0,135mmol) as Ti source were suspended in 2.5 mL DMF and incubated for 4
days at 120 °C. After cation exchange, the corresponding UiO-66 (Zr/Ti) solids were
filtered, washed sequentially with DMF and MeOH and dried in vacuum at 40 °C
for 24 hours.
UiO-66(Zr/Ce): UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) MOF was synthesized using Pyrex glass reaction
tubes. H2BDC, (127.6 mg) was introduced into the glass reactor with DMF (3.6 mL)
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and aqueous solutions of cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (0.533 M; 117 mg, 0.400
mL water), zirconium (IV) dinitrate oxide hydrate (0.533 M, 99.0 mg 0.800mL) and
concentrated formic acid (HCOOH, 100 %, 1.03 mL) were added. The suspension
of the starting materials was heated under stirring for 15 min at 100 °C. The lightyellow precipitate was centrifuged in the mother solution and then it was decanted
off. The solid was centrifuged twice in DMF (2 mL) and then, to remove DMF, the
solid was washed and centrifuged with acetone (2 mL) four times. The resulting
white solid was dried in air at 70 °C.
UiO-66(Ce): H2BDC (35.4 mg, 213 μmol) was introduced into the glass reactor with
DMF (1.2 mL) and an aqueous solution of cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (400 μL,
0.5333 M). The glass reactor was heated under stirring conditions for 15 min at 100
°C. The light-yellow precipitate was centrifuged in the mother suspension; then, the
solid was centrifuged twice in DMF (2 mL). To remove DMF from the product, the
solid was washed and centrifuged with acetone (2 mL) four times. The resulting
yellow solid was dried in air at 70 °C.
UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti): UiO-66(Zr/Ce) (0.45mmol) and TiCl4(THF)2 (0.135mmol) as Ti
source were suspended in 2.5 mL DMF and incubated for 4 days at 120 °C. After
cation exchange, the resulting UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) solids were filtered, washed
sequentially with DMF and MeOH and dried in vacuum at 40 °C for 24 h.

Photocatalytic reactions: The photocatalytic tests were performed using a
concentration of catalyst (1 mg of photocatalyst per mL of Milli-Q water). Typically,
measurements were carried out using 20 mg of photocatalyst in Milli-Q water (20
mL). Evolved gases were analyzed by injecting the head space gases into a calibrated
micro-GC. The suspension was sonicated for 15 min to obtain a uniform, persistent
dispersion. This dispersion was decanted in a quartz reactor and the system was
purged for 1 h under argon atmosphere to remove the air. The suspension was stirred
at room temperature and irradiated with a 300 W Xenon lamp, while maintaining
stirring. For visible light irradiations, a cut off filter  > 450 nm was coupled to the
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Xenon lamp to ensure that no UV photons reach the irradiation vessel. The evolving
gases were analyzed from the head space connecting directly the reactor to an
Agilent 490 Micro GC system (Molsieve 5 Å column using Ar as carrier gas) without
manual handling. Throughout the experiment the temperature of the system was
monitor and the pressure was analyzed by the manometer adapted to the
photoreactor.

Photocatalytic tests employing monochromatic light: The UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti)
MOF was used as photocatalyst in these measurements. In detail 20 mg of MOF
were suspended in Milli Q water (20 mL) and the suspension was subsequently
excited with an output light of 150 W Xenon lamp through a Czerny Turner
monochromator (PTI model 101). The power density was calculated with the use of
a Newport (818- UV-L) calibrated photodiode. The sample was irradiated at the
2

2

following wavelengths: 300 nm (0.47 W/m ), 400 nm (5.66 W/m ) and 500 nm
2

(11.79 W/m ).
Experimental Conditions for MV•+ Photogeneration. An acetonitrile suspension
of UiO-66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) MOF (2 mg/mL, 200 μL) in 1.05 mL containing MV(PF6)2
0.17 M was introduced in a 10 mm × 10 mm quartz cell. Additional acetonitrile was
added in order to complete a total volume of 3 mL. The solution was purged for 15
min with argon and then irradiated for 10 min with a Xenon lamp through quartz.

Experimental Conditions for TMPDA•+ Photogeneration. An acetonitrile
suspension of UiO- 66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) MOF (2 mg/mL, 200 μL) was added to an
acetonitrile saturated solution of N,N,N′,N′- tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine
(TMPDA). The suspension was introduced in a 10 mm × 10 mm quartz cell, purged
for 15 min with argon and then irradiated for 10 min with a solar simulator (525 W)
through an AM1.5 filter.
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Photophysical Measurements. Laser flash photolysis measurements were carried
out using the fourth harmonic of a Q switched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Brilliant, 266
nm, 10 mJ/pulse, 5 ns fwhm) coupled to a mLFP-122 Luzchem miniaturized
detection equipment. This transient absorption spectrophotometer consists of a 300
W ceramic xenon lamp, 125 mm monochromator, Tektronix TDS-2001C digitizer,
compact photomultiplier and power supply, liquid cell holder, fiber-optics
connectors and computer interfaces. The software package was developed in the
LabVIEW environment from National Instruments. The laser flash photolysis
equipment supplies 5 V trigger pulses with programmable frequency and delay. The
rise time of the detector/digitizer is ∼3 ns up to 300 MHz (2.5 GHz sampling). The
monitoring beam is provided by a ceramic xenon lamp and delivered through fiberoptic cables. The laser pulse is probed by a fiber that synchronizes the LFP system
with the digitizer operating in the pre trigger mode. Transient spectra of the
persistent suspensions were recorded using 10 × 10 mm quartz cells and were
bubbled for 15 min with argon before data acquisition. Each decay or data point
corresponds to the average of 5 signals to increase the signal to noise ratio.

Characterization of the materials. Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns
were recorded on a Philips XPert diffractometer equipped with a graphite
monochromator (40 kV and 45 mA) employing Ni filtered CuKα radiation. N2
adsorption isotherms at 77 K were recorded using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010
device. Thermogravimetric analyses were performed on a TGA/SDTA851e
METTLER TOLEDO station. The different solids were analyzed by X-ray
photoelectron spectra (XPS), the spectra were collected with a SPECS spectrometer
equipped with MCD-9 detector using a monochromatic Al (K= 1486.6 eV) X-ray
source calibrating the binding energy using the C 1s peak set at 284.4 eV as
reference. CASA software has been employed for spectra deconvolution. Diffuse
reflectance UV−visible spectra were recorded using a Cary 5000 Varian
spectrophotometer having an integrating sphere; the sample as compressed powder
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was placed in a sample holder. The morphologies and the compositions attributed to
each MOFs were characterized using a SEM instrument (Zeiss instrument, AURIGA
Compact) coupled with a EDX detector. ICP-AES analysis was used to determine
the content of metals of each photo catalyst after dissolving them in concentrated
nitric acid. ATR-FTIR spectra of the UiO-66 series were measured with a Bruker
Tensor 27 instrument. Prior to ATR-FTIR measurements the solid samples were
dried in an oven at 100 °C for 16 h to remove physisorbed water.

Scheme S3.1. Experimental procedure followed for the synthesis of the five UiO-66 MOFs.
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Equation S3.1. Equation employed for the calculation of the energetic efficiency values for the overall
water splitting process. Where E is the efficiency of the lamp, λ is the specific wavelength and c is the
velocity of the light.

Equation S3.2. Mono-exponential fit from Origin Pro 8 program.

Equation S3.3. Sum of two mono-exponential fit from Origin Pro 8 program.

Figure S3.1: a) Adsorption isotherm of UiO-66(Zr/Ce); summary report of b) surface area and c) pore
volume of UiO-66(Zr/Ce).
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Figure S3.2: a) Adsorption isotherm of UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti); summary report of b) surface area and c)
pore volume of UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti).

Figure S3.3: a) Adsorption isotherm of UiO-66(Ce); summary report of b) surface area and c) pore
volume of UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.4. PXRD patterns of UiO-66 series: a) UiO-66(Zr), b) UiO-66(Zr,Ti), c) UiO-66(Zr,Ce), d)
UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and e) UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.5. Expansion of the low angle region of Figure S1: a) UiO-66(Zr) b) UiO-66(Zr-Ti) c) UiO66(Zr-Ce) d) UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and e) UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.6. Thermogravimetric analysis of UiO-66 series: a) UiO-66(Zr) b) UiO-66(Zr/Ti) c) UiO66(Zr/Ce) d) UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and e) UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.7. FT-IR spectra of UiO-66 series: a) UiO-66(Zr) b) UiO-66(Zr/Ti) c) UiO-66(Zr/Ce) d)
UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and e) UiO-66(Ce). The red lines correspond to the stretching vibration of the
carboxylic group and C-H.

500 nm
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Figure S3.8. a) and b) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr); c) and d) STEM images for UiO-66(Zr) e) and
f) TEM for UiO-66(Zr) and g) histogram of particles size distribution.
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Figure S3.9. a) and b) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ti); c) and d) STEM images for UiO-66(Zr/Ti);
e) and f) TEM for UiO-66(Zr/Ti) and g) histogram of particles size distribution.
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Figure S3.10. a) and b) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ce); c) and d) STEM images for UiO-66(Zr/Ce);
e) and f) TEM for UiO-66(Zr/Ce) and g) histogram of particles size distribution.
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Figure S3.11. a) and b) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti); c) and d) STEM images for UiO66(Zr/Ce/Ti); e) and f) TEM for UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and g) histogram of particles size distribution.
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Figure S3.12. a) and b) FESEM image for UiO-66(Ce); c) and d) STEM images for UiO-66(Ce); e)
and f) TEM for UiO-66(Ce) and g) histogram of particles size distribution.
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Figure S3.13. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr).

Figure S3.14. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr/Ce).
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Figure S3.15. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti).

Figure S3.16. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.17. a) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti); b) Table obtained from EDX scan of the
constituent metals of the metallic clusters of the UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) c) EDX scan of the constituent
metals of the metallic clusters of the UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti).
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Figure S3.18. a) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr); b) EDX scan of the constituent metals of the metallic
clusters of the UiO-66(Zr).
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Figure S3.19. a) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ti); b) EDX scan of the constituent metals of the
metallic clusters of the UiO-66(Zr/Ti).
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Figure S3.20. a) FESEM image for UiO-66(Zr/Ce); b) EDX scan of constituent metals of the
metallic clusters of the UiO-66(Zr/Ce).

Figure S3.21. a) FESEM image for UiO-66(Ce); b) EDX scan of the constituent metals of the
metallic clusters of the UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S3.22. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b) and Zr
2p (c) signals recorded for the UiO-66(Zr) sample.
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Figure S3.23. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b), Zr 2p
(c) and Ti 2d (d) signals recorded for the UiO66-(Zr/Ti) sample.
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Figure S3.24. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b) Zr 2p
4+
3+
(c) and Ce 2d (d) signals recorded for the UiO-66(Zr/Ce) sample. Legend: Ce (o), Ce (*).
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Figure S3.25. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b), Ti 2d
(c) Zr 2p (d) and Ce 2d (e) signals recorded for the UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) sample.
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Figure S3.26. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b) and
4+
3+
Ce 2d (c) signals recorded for the UiO-66(Ce) sample. Legend: Ce (o), Ce (*).
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Figure S3.27. Comparison of the high resolution XPS Zr 2p (a), Ti 2p (b) and Ce 3d (c) peaks for the
UiO-66(Zr) (1), UiO-66(Zr/Ce) (2), UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) (3), UiO-66(Zr/Ti) (4) and UiO-66(Ce) (5)
solids.
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Figure S3.28. Tauc plot of UiO-66(Zr) (a), UiO-66(Zr/Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr/Ti) (c), UiO-66(Zr/Ti/Ce)
(d) and UiO-66(Ce) (e). The estimated band gap value is shown in each graph.
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Figure S3.29. a) Valence band XPS and (b) band alignment for UiO-66(Zr/Ce/Ti) and positions of
+
reduction potentials of H to H2 and O2 to H2O in the vacuum level (Valence band: VB; Conduction
band: CB).
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Scheme 3.2. Proposed mechanism on the role of Ti4+ as relay in the photoinduced electron transfer
resulting in overall water splitting.
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Figure S3.30. Temporal profile of the transient signal monitored at 400 nm for an acetonitrile
suspension of UiO-66(Zr) recorded upon 266 nm laser excitation under argon atmosphere a’), upon
addition of CH2Cl2 a”), and in the presence of CH3OH b”).
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Figure S3.31. Temporal profile of the transient signal monitored at 400 nm for an acetonitrile
suspension of UiO-66(Zr/Ti) recorded upon 266 nm laser excitation under argon atmosphere (c’), upon
addition of CH2Cl2 (c”), and in the presence of CH3OH (d”).
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Figure S3.32. Temporal profile of the transient signal monitored at 400 nm for an acetonitrile
suspension of UiO-66(Zr/Ce) recorded upon 266 nm laser excitation under argon atmosphere (e’), upon
addition of CH2Cl2 (e”), and in the presence of CH3OH (f”).
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Figure S3.33. Temporal profile of the transient signal monitored at 400 nm for an acetonitrile
suspension of UiO-66(Ce) recorded upon 266 nm laser excitation under argon atmosphere g’), upon
addition of CH2Cl2 g”), and in the presence of CH3OH h”).
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Figure S3.34. Temporal profiles of the transient signals monitored at 500 nm recorded upon 266 nm
laser excitation under argon atmosphere for UiO-66(Zr) a), UiO-66(Zr/Ti) b), UiO-66 (Zr/Ce) c), UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) d) and UiO-66 (Ce) e) in a longer timescale (80 ms).

Table S3.1: Kinetic data of the transient signals recorded at long time scale (80 ms) (Fig. S3.34) for
the series of UiO-66 solids obtaines from the best fit of the temporal profiles to a mono-exponential or
a sum of two mono-exponential kinetics.

t1 is the lifetime, E is the error of the t1 and A is the pre- exponential factor get from best fit of the
temporal profiles to a mono-exponential or a sum of two mono-exponential kinetics given by the
*
equations S2-S3. In these cases, the temporal profiles do not decay completely in the 80 ms time
scale.
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4.1 Abstract
There is a large interest for the sustainable conversion of H2O into H2 and
O2 assisted by sunlight. Recently, metal-organic frameworks have emerged as new
type of photocatalysts for this purpose although their activities are still far from
application. Herein, a series of novel MOF-on-MOF heterojunctions based on UiO66 topologies have been developed and tested as photocatalysts for the Overall
Water Splitting under simulated sunlight irradiation. The list of photocatalysts that
have been prepared, through solvothermal synthesis, include UiO-66(Ce), UiO66(Zr)-NH2, UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Ce)@UiO-66(Zr)-NH2.
Characterization data reveal that the developed MOF on MOF heterojunctions
exhibit core-shell architecture with controllable layer thickness and unique
electronic properties. The photocatalytic activity of MOF-on-MOF heterojunctions
having a UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 core and UiO-66(Ce) shell outperforms respect to their
individual counterparts for the Overall Water Splitting under simulated sunlight
irradiation. The achieved photocatalytic activity (540 and 267 mol g-1 at 22 h for
H2 and O2, respectively) with an optimized UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce)
structure, in the absence of any co-catalyst, ranks among the most active MOF-based
photocatalysts for this process.
photocatalytic

activity

of

the

Characterization data suggest that the high
optimized

UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce)

photocatalyst derives from the appropriate electronic interaction of its individual
counterparts through a Type II heterojunction with enhanced absorption of visible
light, appropriate band alignment and improved photoinduced charge separation
respect to their individual MOFs. This chapter exemplifies for the first time the
possibility of preparation MOF-MOF heterojunctions with better activity for the
solar-driven photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting in the absence of sacrificial
agents.
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4.2 Introduction
Currently, fossil fuels are the primary source of energy to cover the
increasing worldwide demand.1-3 The main disadvantage that they present during
their combustion is the emission of greenhouse gases such as CO2 as well as
polluting gases such as NOx and SOx with negative impacts on environment and the
human health. In this context, hydrogen is considered the ideal energy vector to
supply clean energy.4 Hydrogen is expected to be the main energy vector in countries
that aimed to reach zero neat emissions.4 Therefore, there is a great interest on
developing technologies for the sustainable production of green hydrogen.
Nowadays, hydrogen is produced primarily by an unsustainable process called hightemperature steam reforming of natural gas that uses fossil fuels as secondary
energy.4,5 One of the most promising alternative strategies to produce green
hydrogen is heterogeneous catalysis using H2O and solar energy.6-8 In 1972
Fujishima and Honda reported a seminal study on the use of TiO2 photoelectrodes
to produce H2 from H2O.9 Since then, most of studies focused on the use of inorganic
semiconductors as photocatalyst for the water splitting.10-12 The target in this field
for real applications would be to reach solar-to-hydrogen (STH) efficiency close to
10 %. In the area or inorganic semiconductors, the current state of the art shows that
the current efficiencies of STH are mostly below 1 %.11 The relatively low tunability
of inorganic semiconductors hampers in large extent the development of the field.
Therefore, there is a growing interest in the development of new alternatives for the
preparation of efficient heterogeneous photocatalysts.
In this context, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have shown their
potential use as photocatalysts.13-15 MOFs, also known as porous coordination
polymers, are a class of porous and crystalline materials composed by multitopic
organic ligands containing electron donor atoms of functional groups coordinated to
metal ions, metal oxo-clusters or metal-oxo chains.16-21 MOFs are considered one of
the most flexible materials to tune their physic-chemical and optoelectronic
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properties. Thus, a vast number of studies have shown the possibility of using MOFs
as photocatalysts for the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) using sacrificial
electron donors such as triethanolamine or methanol.13,22 Recently, Kampouri et al
have shown for the first time the possibility of construction a MOF/MOF
heterojunction based on MIL-167(Ti)@MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 enhanced photoactivity
respect to its individual MOFs for the HER in the presence of methanol as sacrificial
agent.23 The increase of photoactivity, observed when using the MOF-MOF
heterojunction, has been attributed to the appropriate band alignment of the MOFs,
the enhancement of visible light absorption and increase of photoinduced charge
separation. Regardless the advances made in the field of MOFs as photocatalysts for
the HER, the use of TEOA or MeOH as sacrificial electron donors hampers the
applicability of these systems. In this sense, Liu, Huang and co-workers reported in
2017 a pioneering work on the use of a MOF namely Ni2+/MIL-53(Al)-NH2 for the
Overall Water Splitting in the absence of sacrificial agent. 24 Later, Garcia’s group
have shown the possibility of using MOF-based photocatalysts such as UiO-6625 or
MIL-12526 among others for this purpose.27,28
With these precedents, the present study shows, for the first time, the
preparation of novel and active MOF-on-MOF heterojunctions based UiO-66
topology for the photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting under simulated sunlight
irradiation. Specifically, the most active heterojunction prepared in this chapter is
composed by a UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 core and UiO-66(Ce) shell. The improvement of
photocatalytic activity of this heterojunction derives from its enhancement of visible
light absorption, appropriate band alignment and efficient photoinduced charge
separation respect to their individual parent MOFs. It is anticipated that this study
will pave the way toward the development of efficient MOF-based photocatalysts
for the solar-driven photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting.
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4.3 Experimental section
Materials
All chemicals and solvents employed in this work were of analytical or HPLC
grade and they are commercially available

Preparation of materials
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 was prepared according to previous reports.29 Briefly, ZrCl4
(0.466 g, 2 mmol) and 2-aminoterephthalic acid (0.362 g, 2 mmol) were added to
N’,’-dimethylformamide (DMF, 6 mL) and the mixture sonicated for 20 minutes
(450 W sonicator power). Then, the suspension was transferred in a Teflon-Line
autoclave, sealed and placed in an oven at 100°C for 24 hours. Subsequently, the
system was cool down to room temperature. The resulting yellow solid was
recovered by filtration (0.22 m Nylon filter) and washed three times with DMF at
60 ºC and, then, three more times with methanol (65 ºC). The solid was further
washed in Soxhlet for 24 h using methanol as solvent. Finally, the solid was
recovered by filtration (0.22 m Nylon filter) and dried in an oven at 100 ºC for at
least 24 h.
UiO-66(Ce) was synthetized according to previous reports.30 Briefly, using a roundbottomed flask (25 mL), terephthalic acid (0.0354 g, 213 mmol) was dissolved in
DMF (1.2 mL). A freshly prepared aqueous solution of cerium (IV) ammonium
nitrate (0.400 mL, 0.5333 M) was added to the system. The reactor was magnetically
stirred for 15 min at 100 ºC. Then, the system was cooled down to room temperature
and the resulting pale-yellow solid recovered by centrifugation. This solid was
washed first with DMF and then, with acetone at room temperature. The crystalline
powder was further washed with acetone in a Soxhlet. The resulting solid was dried
in an oven at 70 ºC for at least 24 h.
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UiO-66(Zr)-NH2/UiO-66(Ce) heterojunction preparation. In this case, a similar
procedure to that of UiO-66(Ce) was employed, but in the presence of a certain
amount of preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (25 or 200 mg) prior heating. The resulting
samples were labelled as UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25/UiO-66(Ce) or UiO-66(Zr)-NH2200/UiO-66(Ce).

UiO-66(Ce)/UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 heterojunction preparation. In this case, a similar
procedure to that of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 was employed, but in the presence of a certain
amount of preformed UiO-66(Ce) (200 mg). The resulting sample was labeled

as UiO-66(Ce)-200/UiO-66(Zr)-NH2.

Characterization of the materials
Powder X-ray diffractograms (PXRD) were recorded on a Philips XPert
diffractometer equipped with a graphite monochromator (40 kV and 45 mA)
employing Ni filtered CuKα radiation. Diffuse reflectance UV−visible spectra of the
MOF powders were recorded using a Cary 5000 Varian spectrophotometer having
an integrating sphere. X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of the solid samples were
recorded using a SPECS spectrometer equipped with a MCD-9 detector using a
monochromatic Al (K= 1486.6 eV) X-ray source calibrating the binding energy
using the C 1s peak set at 284.4 eV as reference. CASA software has been employed
for spectra deconvolution. ATR- FTIR spectra of the solids were measured with a
Bruker Tensor 27 instrument. Prior to ATR-FTIR measurements the solid samples
were dried in an oven at 100 °C overnight to remove physisorbed water. Isothermal
N2 adsorption measurements at 77 K were recorded using a Micromeritics ASAP
2010 device for N2 adsorption isotherms at 77 K. Thermogravimetric analyses were
performed on a TGA/SDTA851e METTLER TOLEDO station. The morphologies
and the compositions of the MOF-based materials were characterized using a SEM
(Zeiss instrument, AURIGA Compact) or TEM instrument (JEOL JEM-2100F
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instrument operating at 200 kW) coupled with a EDX detector. The metal content of
previously acid-digested MOF solids was determined by means of ICP-AES. MOF
digestion was performed by suspending the MOF (10 mg) in concentrated HNO3 (25
mL) and the system heated at 80 ºC for 24 h.

Photocatalytic experiments
All the photocatalytic experiments were carried out at least in duplicate. The
presented data points correspond to the average of the independent measurements
and the error bar corresponds to the standard deviation.
Photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting.
For these experiments a definite amount of MOF as photocatalyst (i.e. 10 or 20 mg)
was dispersed in Milli-Q water (20 mL) using a quartz reactor (51 mL) and the
system sonicated (450 W) for 20 min to obtain a good MOF dispersion. Then, this
system was purged with argon for 15 minutes to remove the air from the system. The
MOF suspension under stirring was irradiated with a UV-Vis Hg-Xe lamp (150 W).
In some experiments a cut-off filter ( > 420 nm) or AM 1.5 filter was employed to
perform visible light or simulated sunlight irradiations, respectively. The evolving
gases were analyzed from the head space connecting directly the reactor to an
Agilent 490 Micro GC system (Molsieve 5 Å column using Ar as carrier gas)
without manual handling. Throughout the experiment the temperature of the system
was monitored, and the pressure was analyzed by the manometer adapted to the
photoreactor
Photocatalytic hydrogen or oxygen evolution reactions. For those experiments
that involve the hydrogen evolution reaction, a MOF suspension (10 mg) in a
mixture of Milli-Q water (16 mL) containing methanol (4 mL) as electron donor was
prepared in a quartz reactor (51 mL). In the case of the oxygen evolution reaction, a
MOF suspension in Milli-Q water (20 mL) containing sodium persulfate (700 mg)
as electron quencher was also prepared in a quartz reactor (51 mL). Then, each
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system was sonicated (450 W) for 15 min to obtain a good dispersion and then,
purged under Ar to remove the air. Each suspension was stirred at room temperature
and irradiated under simulated sunlight irradiation (150 W Hg-Xe lamp equipped
with AM 1.5 G filter). The evolving gases were analyzed from the head space
connecting directly the reactor to an Agilent 490 Micro GC system (Molsieve 5 Å
column using Ar as carrier gas) without manual handling. Throughout each
experiment the temperature of the system was monitored, and the pressure was
analyzed by the manometer adapted to the photoreactor.
Photocatalytic MV•+ generation. For each experiment an acetonitrile suspension
of the MOF-based photocatalyst (2 mg/mL, 200 μL) in 1.05 mL containing
MV(PF6)2 0.17 M was introduced in a 10 mm × 10 mm quartz cell. Additional
acetonitrile was added to achieve a total volume of 3 mL. The solution was purged
with argon for 15 min. The cuvettes containing the MOF dispersions were irradiated,
under Ar atmosphere, with a Xe lamp (150 W) for different times and measuring the
UV/Vis absorbance with UV/Vis spectrophotometer. The photoinduced electron
transfer measurements were followed by the increase of the absorption band
centered at 390 nm corresponding to the MV·+. The concentration of MV·+ (C, M-1)
can be obtained applying the Lambert- Beer equation A=·l·C where A is the
absorbance at 390 nm,  is the molar extinction coefficient of MV2+ at 390 nm
(13900 M-1 cm-1), l is the length of the cell (1 cm).
Photocatalytic TMPDA·+ generation. An acetonitrile suspension of each MOF (2
mg/mL, 200 μL) was added to an acetonitrile saturated solution of N,N,N′,N′tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPDA). The suspension was introduced in a 10
mm × 10 mm quartz cell, purged for 15 min with argon and then irradiated for several
minutes with a Xe lamp (150 W). The course of the photocatalytic reaction was
followed by the increase of the absorption band with fine structure centered at 590
nm. The concentration of the radical cation TMPD·+ can be obtained by applying the
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Lambert- Beer equation A=·l·C where A is the absorbance at 590 nm,  is the molar
extinction coefficient of TMPDA·+ at 590 nm (12200 M-1 cm-1), l is the length of the
cell (1 cm).
Photophysical measurements
Photoluminescence spectroscopy measurements. Firstly, a stock dispersion of
each MOFs in acetonitrile (1 mg/mL) was prepared and the system sonicated for 20
min (450 W sonicator). Subsequently, 0.2 mL of each MOF dispersion was further
diluted with acetonitrile until a total volume of 3 mL. Then, the suspensions were
analyzed by UV-vis spectroscopy and diluted again with acetonitrile to obtain an
absorbance, at 266 nm or 355 nm of 0.3. Finally, these MOF suspensions were
purged in Ar for 10 min and, then, analyzed by fluorescence spectroscopy.
Laser flash photolysis measurements. A stock dispersion of 1 mg/ mL in
acetonitrile was prepared for each catalyst; about 0.2 mL of this dispersion
(approximately 0.3 optical density at 355 nm) was diluted with acetonitrile until a
final volume of 3 mL and analyzed using the fourth harmonic of a Q switched
Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Brilliant, 355 nm, 10 mJ/pulse, 5 ns fwhm) coupled to a
mLFP-122 Luzchem miniaturized detection equipment. This transient absorption
spectrophotometer consists of a 300 W ceramic xenon lamp, 125 mm
monochromator, Tektronix TDS-2001C digitizer, compact photomultiplier and
power supply, liquid cell holder, fiber-optics connectors and computer interfaces.
The software package was developed in the LabVIEW environment from National
Instruments. The laser flash photolysis equipment supplies 5 V trigger pulses with
programmable frequency and delay. The rise time of the detector/digitizer is ∼3 ns
up to 300 MHz (2.5 GHz sampling). The monitoring beam is provided by a ceramic
xenon lamp and delivered through fiber-optic cables. The laser pulse is probed by a
fiber that synchronizes the LFP system with the digitizer operating in the pretrigger
mode. Transient spectra of the persistent suspensions were recorded using 10 × 10
mm quartz cells and were bubbled for 15 min with argon before data acquisition.
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Each decay or data point corresponds to the average of 5 signals to increase the
signal to noise ratio.

4.4 Results and discussion
Material preparation and characterization
The series of MOF and MOF heterojunctions based on UiO-66 topologies
were characterized by several techniques. PXRD measurements on the prepared
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66(Ce) solids confirm the expected UiO-66 topology as
previously reported (Figure 4.1). The lowest-angle diffraction peak of UiO-66(Ce)
solid appears shifted to 7.2 º respect to UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 at 7.4 º. This observation
agrees with the higher ionic radius of Ce4+ respect to Zr4+ at the metal nodes that
causes an expansion of the unit cell volume. PXRD of the synthetized UiO-66
heterojunctions show that they are isostructural respect to their individual UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66-(Zr)-NH2 counterparts (Figure 4.1). The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2200@UiO-66(Ce) sample prepared using 200 mg of preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 is
characterized by a main low-angle diffraction peak at about 7.4 º as in the case of
the pure UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 pattern. In the case of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) sample prepared using only 25 mg of preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid two
diffraction peaks at about 7.2 and 7.4 º can be observed and attributed to the UiO66(Ce) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 patterns, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: PXRD of UiO66-(Zr) (a), UiO66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO66(Ce) (b), UiO66-(Zr)-NH225@UiO66(Ce) (c), UiO-66(Ce)-200@UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (d) and UiO-66(Ce) (e). The inset shows a
zoon in in the low angle region.

In good agreement with previous studies,25,31 isothermal N2 adsorption
experiments at -77 K using UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66(Ce) solids allowed
estimating their BET surface area with values of 923 and 906 m2/g (Figures S4.1 and
S4.2), respectively. In the case of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) and UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) samples, the estimated BET values were 841 and 783
m2/g, respectively (Figures S4.3 and S4.4). Attempts to prepare a UiO66(Ce)@UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 heterojunction using 200 mg of preformed UiO-66(Ce)
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resulted in a crystalline solid (Figure 4.1d) with an estimated BET area of only 600
m2/g. This lower specific BET area may reflect that UiO-66(Ce) is not completely
stable in the presence of the acidic ZrCl4 reagent during the preparation of the UiO66(Ce)@UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 heterojunction. In fact, this sample exhibited poor
photocatalytic results for the Overall Water Splitting compared with the other two
heterojunctions (data not shown). Therefore, we decide to continue the present study
using the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) samples prepared by using two different
amounts of preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid (200 or 25 mg).
HRSEM analysis of the UiO-66 samples under study revealed that UiO66(Zr)-NH2 (Figure S4.6) and UiO-66(Ce) (Figure S4.7) exhibited an average
particle size and standard deviation of 133 ± 45 and 112 ± 46 nm, respectively. The
preparation of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH225@UiO-66(Ce) samples from preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (133 ± 45 nm) resulted
in an increase of average particle size to 161 ± 80 and 142 ± 44 nm (Figures S4.8
and S4.9), respectively. The increase of particle size in the UiO-66s heterojunctions
due attributed to the growth of the UiO-66(Ce) in the external part of the preformed
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid. The UiO-66 samples under study were also analyzed by
EDX mapping and observing the presence of all the expected elements in the sample
(Figures S4.10 to S4.12). Interestingly, EDX mapping of the MOF-on-MOF UiO66(Zr)-NH2-@UiO-66(Ce) samples reveal the presence of a UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 core
surrounded by a UiO-66(Ce) shell (Figure 4.2 and S4.12).
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293 nm

282 nm

Figure 4.2. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce).

Interestingly, EDX line scanning across the MOF-on-MOF solids revealed
that the use of higher (200 mg) or lower (25 mg) amounts of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid
during the synthesis of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunctions is
accompanied by the presence of particles with core-shell architecture with higher or
lower UiO-66(Ce) shell width, respectively. In good agreement with these
observations ICP-AES analyses of the acid-digested samples revealed that the
percentage of cerium respect to the total metal content (Zr+Ce) in weight present in
the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) is higher (28.6 wt%) respect to that found in
the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) (11.5 %). In good agreement with these
observations. Besides, for the most photocatalytic active UiO-66(Zr)-NH225@UiO-66(Ce) sample SEM-EDX analyses also confirms the core-shell structure
of the sample.
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Figure 4.3. SEM images (a, c) and line scan EDX analysis (b, d) of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO66(Ce) (a, b) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (c, d)

ATR-FT-IR spectroscopy was also employed to characterize the samples
under study. The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid is characterized by the presence of
carboxylate (asymm1585 and symm 1384 cm-1) and amino (asymm 3482 cm-1 and
symm 3386 cm-1) functional groups together with the characteristic C-N stretching
band (1595 cm-1) as previously reported. The coordination of the carboxylate groups
with Zr4+ ions is characterized by the vibration band at about 489 cm-1. The UiO66(Ce) solid is characterized by the vibrations bands of the carboxylate functional
groups (asymm1585 and symm 1384 cm-1) together with the carboxylate groups
coordinated with Ce4+ ions at about 517 cm-1 (Figure S4.19).32
Thermogravimetric analyses show that UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66-(Ce)
solids are thermally stable up to about 300 ºC as previously reported. The
combustion of the MOF organic ligand leads to a remaining weight that corresponds
to the presence of metal oxides CeO2 or ZrO2. The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 solid the
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experimental zirconium content determined by TGA (32.8 %) is analogous to that
expected of the ideal solid (31.2 %) with neutral formula Zr 6O4(OH)4(OOCC6H3NH2-COO)6. In the case of the UiO-66(Ce) material also a quite good
coincidence between the experimental cerium content determined by TGA (42.9 %)
and the cerium content present in the ideal formula Ce6O4(OH)4(OOC-C6H4-COO)6
was obtained. These small, but significant, differences between the experimental by
TGA and theoretical metal content of these two MOFs is an indication of the
presence of structural defects.25 The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunctions
prepared using two amounts of preformed UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 exhibit a thermal
stability intermediate between that of UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 counterparts
(Figure S4.20).
The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunctions have also been
characterized by XPS (Figure 4.4). C1s spectrum shows the characteristic signals of
the aromatic sp2 carbons (284.4 eV) together with the C-N (286 eV) and carboxylate
carbon atoms (288 eV) of the terephthalate ligands. The O1s spectrum exhibits a
main band at about 532 eV characteristic of the oxygen atoms present in the
carboxylate groups. The N1s spectrum is characteristic of the C-N of the amino
group present in the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2. The Zr 3d spectrum shows two bands
attributable to the d5/2 (182.5 eV) and d3/2 (184.5 eV) characteristic of the Zr4+ ions
present in the metal nodes of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2. The Ce 3d spectrum reveals the
presence of both Ce4+ and Ce3+ ions in the metal nodes of UiO-66(Ce) in agreement
with previous reports.25
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Figure 4.4. High resolution XPS peaks and the best deconvolution for the C 1s (a), O 1s (b), N1s (c),
Zr 2p (d) and Ce 2d (d) signals recorded for the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample. Legend:
Ce4+ (o), Ce3+ (*).

Other important feature of the UiO-66 solids under study for their use as
photocatalysts for the Overall Water Splitting is their energy level diagram.33 For
this purpose, the optical band gaps of the UiO-66 materials were determined from
their Tauc plots of absorption data spectra (Figure 4.5). The estimated band gaps for
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66(Ce) were 2.81 and 2.99 eV in good agreement with
previous results.25 Importantly, the UiO-66 heterojunctions show lower band bap
respect to their individual counterparts. Furthermore, their energy level of the
valence band maximum was estimated from XPS from the intersection of a linear fit
to the linear portion of the electron emission edge and the background. The obtained
value corresponds to the valence band maximum energy versus the Fermi level (Ef).
The valence band position vs the NHE (ENHE) can be obtained from the following
equation:
ENHE = Ef + sp -4.44 where sp
is the work function of the spectrometer with the value 4.244 eV. From this ENHE
value and the band gap the conduction band energy minimum (EcNHE) can be
determined. Figure 4.5 summarizes the energy level obtained for the UiO-66
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heterojunctions and their individual counterparts.25 The results indicate that the UiO66 samples under study meet the thermodynamic prerequisites to be used as
photocatalysts for the Overall Water Splitting into H2 and O2.
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Figure 4.5. Energy band diagram of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2, UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce), UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Ce).

Photocatalytic results
The series of UiO-66 samples under study were initially evaluated for the
photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting. In good agreement with the energy band
diagram of the UiO-66 solids shown in Figure 4.5, all the four samples under study
are active for this purpose under both UV-Vis and simulated sunlight irradiation.
Importantly, the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunctions are more active
than their individual UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 or UiO-66(Ce) parts for the Overall Water
Splitting into H2 and O2 under both UV-Vis or simulated sunlight irradiation. The
somewhat lower oxygen content respect to the H2O stoichiometry may be due to
several reasons, including partial consumption of the photogenerated holes by
spurious electron donor impurities or the in-situ reaction of O2 evolved during the
photocatalytic reaction. The most active sample UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce)
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exhibits a H2 and O2 production as high as 375 and 170 mol g-1 in 22 h under
simulated sunlight irradiation (Figure 4.6). Additional experiments using
exclusively visible light irradiation ( > 420 nm) showed that a large part of the
observed photocatalytic activity (277 mol g-1 H2 and 79 mol g-1 of O2 in 22 h)
derives from its visible light response.
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Figure 4.6. Photocatalytic overall water splitting using UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (a), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2200@UiO-66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce) (d).
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The photocatalytic activity of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) compares
favorably with other MOF-based photocatalysts reported under similar conditions.28
Specifically, Horcajada, García and co-workers have reported in 2021 one of the
most active MOF photocatalysts for the Overall Water Splitting in the absence of
any co-catalyst under simulated sunlight irradiation. In particular, using the same
photocatalytic reaction conditions employed in this work (150 W Xe-He lamp, AM
1.5G filter, 10 mg of photocatalyst, 20 mL H2O and 35 ºC) and the same
photoreactor, a H2 and O2 production of 260 and 107 mol g-1 h-1 in 22 h has been
now achieved.28 During photocatalyst amount optimization, the reported IEF-11
MOF achieved under the present reaction conditions, but using 5 mg of solid, a H2
and O2 productions of 540 and 267 mol g-1 at 22 h, respectively28. In this work, the
use of 5 mg of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) photocatalyst again overpasses this
reported production with the values of 708 and 320 mol g-1 at 22 h. Overall, this
study shows for the first time the possibility of preparation MOF-on-MOF
heterojunctions based on relatively simple UiO-66 solids to achieve one of the most
active photocatalyst for the Overall Water Splitting under simulated sunlight
irradiation until known.
The stability of the most active UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample
was tested during the reaction by performing several consecutive reuses. Figure 4.7
shows that the photocatalyst retains in large extent its initial photocatalytic activity
after six consecutive uses. The PXRD of the six-times used sample reveals that the
solid maintains most of its initial crystallinity. ICP-AES analysis of the liquid phase
after three uses reveals the almost complete absence of zirconium leaching from the
solid to the solution, while about 6 wt% of the initial cerium present in the sample
leaches to the solution. Thus, the partial cerium leaching may be one of the reasons
of the observed decrease of activity. In any case this study opens new avenues for
the development of MOF-on-MOF heterojunctions with high photocatalytic activity
and stability.
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Figure 4.7. Photocatalytic overall water splitting for six consecutive cycles using UiO-66(Zr)-NH225@UiO-66(Ce) under simulated sunlight irradiation. The inset shows the PXRD patterns of the fresh
and six-times used sample. Reaction conditions: photocatalyst (10 mg), H2O (20 mL), simulated
sunlight irradiation (Hg-Xe lamp 150 W through an AM 1.5G filter), 35 °C.

Reaction mechanism
To gain some insights on the high photocatalytic activity of UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66-(Ce)

for

the

Overall Water

Splitting additional

experiments were carried out. Initially, the photocatalytic HER and OER in the
presence of methanol or persulfate as sacrificial hole or electron scavengers,
respectively, were performed. Figure 4.8 show that the order of activity for both
photocatalytic HER or OER is the same than that observed for the Overall Water
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Splitting. The most active photocatalyst for these processes is the heterojunction
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce). The observed order of photocatalytic activity for
both HER and OER processes deserves some comments. The UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (0.61 V) and UiO-66(Ce) (-0.8 V) have more negative LUCO values than UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (-0.576 V), but all of them meet the thermodynamic
reduction potential required for the HER. In this case, the higher photocatalytic
activity of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) may be at least attributed to higher
visible light harvesting due to the differences in UV-Vis absorption spectra. At the
same time, the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample with higher band gap
(2.70 eV) than UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) (2.55 eV) is also more active. In
this case, the higher activity of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) respect to UiO66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) could be reflect the lower overpotential for HER
since UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) has a more negative LUCO (-0.576 vs 0.206 V). In the case of the photocatalytic OER all the samples under study exhibit
similar HOCO values, while the most active UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce)
sample exhibits an intermediate band gap value (2.70 eV) in the series. Therefore,
the higher activity of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) samples for the OER
cannot simply explain based on its energy band diagram and other reasons should
explain this behavior.
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Figure 4.8. a) Photocatalytic H2 (a) or O2 (b) evolution reactions using UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 (1), UiO66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) (2), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (3) and UiO-66(Ce) (4) under
simulated sunlight irradiation. Legend: Reaction conditions for panel a).

To further evaluate the possible origin of the high photocatalytic activity of the UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunction, a comparative photoluminescence
emission spectroscopy study with all the materials presented in this work was carried
out. Photoluminescence spectroscopy is a useful technique to provide some insights
about the occurrence of photoexcited charge transfer and recombination in
photoresponsive MOFs.34 It is worth commenting that the emission intensity of a
specific sample after photoexcitation corresponds to its ability to undergo charge
recombination, therefore, the higher the emission intensity, the higher the charge
recombination. As it will be shown later, the photoexcitation of the UiO-66 materials
under study results in the occurrence of photogenerated electron and hole pairs.
Thus, the observed fluorescence emission of the UiO-66 samples here presented was
attributed to the emission of photons due to the electron-hole recombination from
the charge-separate state to the ground state.
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Figure 4.9 shows the photoluminescence spectra of the UiO-66 series in
acetonitrile suspension (about 0.2 mgml-1) after excitation at 266 or 355 nm.
Similar results were observed for the two excitation wavelengths. The emission
spectrum of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 upon 266 nm irradiation is dominated by two main
bands centered at around 360 and 448 nm. In contrast, negligible photoluminescence
(PL) was recorded for UiO-66(Ce). Interestingly the PL emission of the UiO-66(Zr)NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) sample resembles to that of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 in the region
around 448 nm. In the case of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample, much
lower PL intensity was recorded, indicating that charge recombination occurs in
much lesser extent for this heterojunction in comparison to UiO-66(Zr)-NH2200@UiO-66(Ce) and the parent UiO-66(Zr)-NH2. With these PL observations and
the energy diagram of UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH2, it is likely to suppose that
upon excitation at 266 nm the electrons present in the LUCO of either of UiO66(Zr)-NH2 or UiO-66(Ce) are injected into the less energetic conduction band of
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce) sample. It is important to highlight that a physical
mixture of UiO-66(Ce) and UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 does not result in the electronic
interactions observed for the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunction.
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Figure 4.9): Emission spectra of acetonitrile suspension of a) UiO-66(Zr)-NH2; b) UiO-66(Zr)-NH2
200@UiO-66 (Ce); c) UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce); d) UiO66 (Ce) recorded at A) (exc= 266
nm) and B) exc = 355 nm.

Other important aspect from the PL study is the observation that the
emission of the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample is much lower than that
observed with the other heterojunction UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) or the
parent UiO-66(Zr)-NH2, indicating that charge recombination occurs in much lesser
extent in this heterojunction. Thus, the high photocatalytic activity of the UiO66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample respect to the other UiO-66(Zr)-NH2200@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunction or the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 can be attributed to the fact
that the undesirable charge recombination takes place in much lesser extent. In the
case of the UiO-66(Ce) sample that shows similar emission intensities at both 266
or 355 nm respect to the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample, its lower
photocatalytic activity can be attributed at least partially to its lower ability to absorb
visible light irradiation.
One common strategy to confirm the occurrence of photoinduced charge
separation is the use of probe molecules that react with electrons or holes resulting
in the formation of colored species. Among them, methyl viologen (MV2+) is one of
the preferred molecules employed as one-electron acceptor leading to the formation
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of a visually observable blue colored radical cation (MV·+) under inert atmosphere.35
Similarly, N,N,N',N'-tetramethyl-p-phenylenediamine (TMPDA) is commonly
employed as one electron donor molecule rendering under inert atmosphere a
visually observable blue-violet colored radical cation (TMPDA·+). In this study, it
was observed that all the UiO-66 samples under study promote the photocatalytic
one electron MV2+ reduction to MV·+ as well as the TMPDA oxidation to TMPDA·+.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the order of photocatalytic activity of the
UiO-66 samples for these two processes is the same than that observed for the
Overall Water Splitting, HER and OER reactions: UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) > UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) > UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 > UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure 4.10. A) Photocatalytic one electron MV2+ reduction to MV·+ using UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) (A1); UV-vis spectra before and after irradiation of an acetonitrile MV2+ solution containing
the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) photocatalyst under Ar atmosphere and photograph of the
resulting blue colored solution; Photocatalytic activity for MV2+ reduction to MV·+ using UiO-66(Zr)
(a), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce)
(d). B) Schematic illustration of the photocatalytic one electron TMPD oxidation to TMPD ·+ using
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) (A1); UV-vis spectra before and after irradiation of an acetonitrile
TMPDA solution containing the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) photocatalyst and photograph of
the resulting blue colored solution; Photocatalytic activity for TMPDA to TMPDA·+ under Ar
atmosphere using UiO-66(Zr) (a), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce) (d).
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In order to gain better insights into the observed photocatalytic activity and the
occurrence of photoinduced charge separation observed by using probe molecules,
the UiO-66 samples under study were further studied by means of microsecond
transient absorption spectroscopy (TAS). For this purpose, optically matched
(absorbance 0.3) acetonitrile suspensions of the four UiO-66 samples under study
were prepared. Figure 4.11 shows the temporal profiles obtained for the UiO-66
samples upon laser excitation at 355 nm under Ar atmosphere and monitored at 340
nm. This selected wavelength is able to promote electrons from the HOCO to the
LUCO of the UiO-66 materials under study. From the best fit of these temporal
profiles to a monoexponential decay kinetics, lifetimes in the order of nanoseconds
were obtained. Besides, it can be seen that all the transient signals shown in Figure
4.11 decay to the ground state in the time scale available for the measurement,
indicating that no photoproducts are formed and the system decays to the initial
ground state. Previous studies using defective UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 samples as
photocatalysts have described that the average decay lifetime obtained from
femtosecond TAS can be used as indicator to evaluate the charge separation
efficiency.36 The somewhat faster decay lifetime obtained for the UiO-66(Zr)-NH225@UiO-66(Ce) heterojunction respect to UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce),
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66(Ce) can be attributed to the more efficient electronhole separation.
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Figure 4.11: Temporal profiles of the transient signals monitored at 340 nm upon 355 nm laser
excitation under argon atmosphere for a) UiO-66(Zr)-NH2; b) UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce); c)
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce); d) UiO-66(Ce).
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In the case of the most photo-catalytically active UiO-66(Zr)-NH225@UiO-66(Ce) sample the nature of the photogenerated species was further
evaluated by microsecond TAS performing selective electron and hole quenching
experiments. In particular, N2O was employed as electron quencher, while methanol
was used as hole quencher. Figure 4.12 shows that the presence of both N2O or
MeOH quenches the transient signals monitored at 340 nm upon excitation at 355
nm. These observations are in agreement with the nature of the photogenerated
transient species as being a contribution of electrons and holes. Figure 4.12 also
shows that the presence of N2O or MeOH quenches different regions of the transient
absorption spectrum recorded under Argon. In particular, electrons have a larger
contribution to the absorption from 300 to 700 nm, while positive holes are
responsible in a larger proportion for the absorption between 260-575 nm. Overall,
this behavior indicates that the species responsible for the absorption signal in the
transient spectrum correspond to photogenerated electrons and holes.
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Figure 4.12: Temporal profile of the transient signals monitored at 340 nm recorded upon 355 nm laser
excitation for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample (A, B) under argon atmosphere (a), N2O
atmosphere (a’) and in the presence of methanol (a’’). Transmission transient absorption spectra of
UiO66 (Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample (C, D) recorded at 10 ns after 355 nm laser excitation under
argon atmosphere (a) or after the addition of 300 mL of dichloromethane (a’) or methanol (a’’) for
optically matched (absorbance 0.3) suspensions of the heterojunction in acetonitrile.

So, the present results indicate that the UiO-66(Zr)-NH2@UiO-66(Ce)
materials operate under a Type II heterojunction scheme.
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Scheme 4.1: Schematic representation of a type II heterojunction with UiO66 (Zr)-NH2 and UiO66 (Ce)

In this way, the available data indicates that photoexcitation of the most
active UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) material tested in this study results in the
photogeneration of charge-separated state, electrons and holes. The greater
effectiveness for the photocatalytic Overall Water Splitting reaction employing the
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) material could be explained by a lower emission
intensity which corresponds to an unfavorable charge recombination process.

4.5 Conclusions
The present study shows the possibility of preparing novel MOF-on-MOF
architectures based on UiO-66 topology and their use as superior photocatalyst for
the Overall Water Splitting under simulated sunlight irradiation. Characterization
data showed that the optimized UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) sample exhibits
a unique band diagram (2.70 eV, HOCO:2.234 eV and LUCO: -0.527 eV values)
and favorable photoinduced charge separation for the photocatalytic water splitting
respect to their individual parent MOFs. The photocatalytic activity of the optimized
UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce) samples is about three times higher than that of
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individual UiO-66(Zr)-NH2 or UiO-66(Ce) for three related reactions including the
HER, the OER as well as the Overall Water Splitting under simulated sunlight
irradiation. The achieved photoactivity of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce)
without any co-catalyst for the Overall Water Splitting into H2 (540 mol g-1) and
O2 (267 mol g-1) ranks among the most active MOF-based photocatalyst for this
purpose. We are confident that this study will help to the development of novel
MOF-based photo-catalysts with high activity for the solar-driven photocatalytic
Overall Water Splitting.
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4.7 Supplementary material

Figure S4.1. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2
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Figure S4.2. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S4.3. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce)
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Figure S4.4. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce)
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Figure S4.5. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66(Ce)-200@UiO-66(Zr)-NH2
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Figure S4.6. HRSEM images and particle size distribution for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2. Average and
standard deviation (nm): 133 ± 45.
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Figure S4.7. HRSEM images and particle size distribution for UiO-66(Ce). Average and standard
deviation (nm): 112 ± 46
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Figure S4.8. HRSEM images and particle size distribution for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce).
Average and standard deviation (nm): 161 ± 80.
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Figure S4.9. HRSEM images and particle size distribution for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce).
Average and standard deviation (nm): 142 ± 44

Figure S4.10. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2.
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Figure S4.11. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Ce).

220 nm

244 nm

Figure S4.12. SEM image and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S4.13. SEM image and EDX spectrum of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2
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Figure S4.14. SEM image and EDX spectrum of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO-66(Ce)
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Figure S4.15. SEM image and EDX spectrum of UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce)
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Figure S4.16. SEM image and EDX spectrum of UiO-66(Ce).
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Figure S4.17. TEM images and elemental EDX mapping for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO-66(Ce).

Figure S4.18. TEM image and line scan elemental EDX analyses for UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce).
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Figure S4.19. FT-IR spectra of UiO66-(Zr) (a), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce) (d).
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Figure S4.20. TGA analysis of UiO66-(Zr) (a), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce) (d).
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Figure S4.21. UV-Vis diffuse reflectance (a, c, e, g) and Tauc plot (b, d, f, h) of UiO66-(Zr) (a), UiO66(Zr)-NH2-200@UiO66(Ce) (b), UiO-66(Zr)-NH2-25@UiO66(Ce) (c) and UiO-66(Ce) (d).
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5.1 Abstract
In this chapter it was reports the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol using
UiO-66 (Zr) as a bifunctional photocatalyst using methanol as the hydrogen source.
In particular, a series of UiO-66 (Zr)-X (X: NH2, NO2 and H) and MIL-125 (Ti)NH2 catalysts have been screened as bifunctional catalysts for this process. UiO-66
(Zr)-NH2 was found to be the most active material to promote light-assisted nitro
hydrogenation under both UV-Vis and simulated sunlight irradiation. The tandem
reaction occurs via hydrogen generation from a water/methanol mixture in the first
step and then, reduction of 4-nitro-phenol to 4-aminophenol. UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 acts
as a truly heterogeneous catalyst and can be reused several times without significant
loss of activity, maintaining its crystallinity. This work shows the possibility of using
MOFs as solar-driven bifunctional catalysts to promote the hydrogenation of organic
compounds using methanol as the hydrogen source.
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5.2 Introduction
Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), in which the lattice is defined by metal nodes
held in place by rigid organic linkers forming a crystalline and porous solid, are
among the preferred hybrid organic–inorganic catalysts. [1–5] MOFs offer a wide
range of active sites including exchangeable coordination positions around the metal
ions, acid or basic substituents on the organic linker or active guests incorporated
within the empty voids. [6–12] In addition, MOFs may exhibit photo-response and
they are among the most active photocatalysts for aerobic oxidations, [13–17] Overall
Water Splitting [18–21] and CO2 reduction [22–26] among other reactions.

[27]

The presence of more than one active site makes MOFs very suitable hybrid catalysts
to promote tandem reactions in which more than one elementary conversion occurs.
[28–31] Included in the numerous examples of MOFs as catalysts for tandem reactions,

one type that has received growing interest is those which are used in reactions
combining a light-assisted transformation with a dark catalytic reaction. [32,33] One
photo-catalytic reaction that is attracting considerable interest due to the possible
role of hydrogen as an energy vector and the efficiency of MOFs in comparison to
other semiconductors is the photocatalytic hydrogen generation.
In this context, inspired by literature that the ability of MOFs to generate in situ
hydrogen could be combined with the use of hydrogen in a hydrogenation reaction,
developing a so far unreported tandem reaction. The obvious advantage of this
tandem photocatalytic H2 generation–catalytic hydrogenation would be that no H2
gas is needed, and the process is easily controlled by on–off switching of light.
In the present chapter, the concept of in situ photo-catalytic H2 generation to carry
out catalytic hydrogenation has been proved using a series of five MOFs with MIL125 (Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr) structures that are among the most widely studied
photocatalysts for H2 generation. The photocatalytic activity of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2,
UiO-66 (Zr)-H and UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 can be found in the literature. The light-
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assisted H2 generation is combined with frustrated Lewis’s acid–base pairs in the
MOFs to perform nitro aromatic hydrogenation to aniline that is a process of large
industrial importance in the production of polyurethane monomers. It is shown that
UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 is a reusable and stable heterogeneous catalyst for this lightassisted tandem reaction.

5.3 Experimental section
Materials
Zirconium tetrachloride (>99.5% trace metal basis), terephthalic acid (98%), 2aminoterephthalic acid, 2-nitroterephthalic acid, 4-nitrophenol and titanium
isopropoxide were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; N,N′-dimethylformamide and
methanol were supplied by Scharlab.

Catalyst preparation
The list of MOFs employed in this study includes UiO-66 (Zr)-X (X: NH2, NO2 and
H) and MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 were been prepared following previously reported
procedures.

[20,34,35]

The supplementary section reported below contains the detailed

procedure for the solvothermal preparation of each solid.

Characterization of the materials
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded on a Philips XPert
diffractometer equipped with a graphite mono- chromator (40 kV and 45 mA)
employing Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation. Isothermal N2 adsorption measurements
have been carried out at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 apparatus. The
metal content of each MOF material was determined by ICP-AES analysis after
digesting the solids in concentrated nitric acid at 80 °C for 24 h. ATR-FTIR spectra
of MOFs were obtained with a Bruker Tensor 27 instrument. Prior to ATR-FTIR
measurements, the MOF samples were dried in an oven at 100 °C for 24 h to remove
physisorbed water.
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Photocatalytic and thermocatalytic experiments
The light-assisted catalytic activity of UiO-66 (Zr)-X (X: NO2, NH2 or H) and MIL125 (Ti)-NH2 was evaluated for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol (NP) to 4aminophenol (AP). Briefly, the required catalyst amount (i.e. 5 mg) was introduced
into a quartz reactor with a total volume of 51 mL containing a pressure gauge at the
outlet and one gas inlet. Figure S5.1 shows a photograph of the photoreactor. Then,
a solution of 4-nitro- phenol (0.02 mmol) dissolved in a mixture of water (1.25 mL)
and methanol (1.25 mL) was added, and the suspension was subjected to ultrasound
for 20 min. Subsequently, the system was purged with Ar for 15 min. The reaction
was irradiated by means of an optical fiber with the output of a Xe lamp (150 W)
equipped or not with a 1.5 AM filter to simulate sunlight. The course of the reaction
was followed by UV-vis spectroscopy (200–800 nm) analyzing diluted reaction
aliquots (0.1 mL) in acetonitrile (2.9 mL). Prior to recording the UV-vis spectra, the
suspension was filtered using a nylon filter (0.2 μm).
Photocatalytic hydrogen generation in the presence of the MOF was evaluated using
the previous procedure described for the photocatalytic reduction using 5 mg of
MOF, but in the absence of 4-nitrophenol. The evolving gases were analyzed from
the head space, connecting the reactor directly to an Agilent 490 Micro GC system
(Molsieve 5 Å column using Ar as the carrier gas) without manual handling.
Throughout the experiment, the temperature of the system was monitored, and the
pressure was determined by the manometer adapted to the photoreactor chamber.
Catalytic hydrogenation promoted by MOFs (5 mg) for 4-nitrophenol (0.02 mmol)
hydrogenation was performed in water–methanol solution using a hydrogen
atmosphere (1 bar) at 50 °C.
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5.4 Results and discussion
Catalyst preparation
The MOFs under study were prepared by solvothermal synthesis following
previously reported procedures.

[20,34,35]

Figure 5.1 (a1 and a2) compare the

experimental PXRD patterns recorded for the UiO66 series and MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2
with the simulated pattern showing the coincidence between the two. PXRD patterns
confirm the successful formation of the crystalline MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 [36] material
as well as that of isostructural UiO-66 (Zr)-H, UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66 (Zr)NO2 solids. (Figure 5.1a1 and a2). [37–39]
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Figure 5.1: Simulated (0) and experimental PXRD (a1 and a2) and diffuse reflectance UV-vis spectra
(b) of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 (1), UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 (2), UiO-66 (Zr)-H (3) and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 (4).

The difference of UIO-66, UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2, UiO-66 (Zr)-H and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2
in the XRD patterns has been marked in Figure S5.2. As can be observed, the main
peak is slightly shifted to the right for UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 and to the left for UiO-66
(Zr)-NO2. Diffuse reflectance UV-Vis spectroscopy of the series of MOFs under
study confirms the bathochromic shift in the absorption spectrum of the parent MIL125 (Ti) and UiO-66 (Zr) materials due to the presence of –NH2 or –NO2 groups in
the terephthalate linker (Figure 5.1b).[36–39] Tauc plots derived from optical
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measurements allow the estimation of the values of 2.71, 3.11, 2.72 and 2.82 eV for
the band gaps of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2, UiO-66 (Zr)-H, UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 and UiO-66
(Zr)-NO2, respectively. These band gap values are in good agreement with the
literature reported values (Figure S5.3). [20,21,40]
FT-IR spectroscopy reports the nature of the different functional groups present on
the terephthalate ligand of the MOF samples by monitoring the characteristic
−1

vibrational peaks associated with COO– (1582 and 1391 cm ), –NH2 (3482 and
−1

−1

3386 cm ) and –NO2 (1500 and 1380 cm ) (Figure S5.4–7).
The BET surface area and pore volumes of the MOFs under study were determined
by isothermal N2 adsorption measurements at 77 K (Table 5.1 and Figure S5.8–
S5.11).
Table 5.1 List of MOFs employed as bifunctional catalysts in this work together with some relevant
porosity and analytical data

These values are in general agreement with previous reports, indicating the porosity
decrease due to the presence of the NH2 or NO2 substituents of the terephthalate
ligand occupying some internal space in comparison to the values of the parent UiO66 (Zr)-H. ICP-AES analyses of previously acid-digested MOFs are in good
agreement with the theoretical Ti or Zr content, respectively, for the MIL-125 (Ti)NH2 or UiO-66 (Zr)-X materials under study. A summary of the characterization
data is provided in Table 5.1 The morphology of the particles has been studied by
HRSEM. Figure S5.12 shows the HRSEM images and particle size distribution
obtained for the MOFs under study. The average particle size values obtained for the
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different MOFs, summarized in Table S5.1, are in the same range. Therefore, it can
be concluded that the particle size will not be a determining factor in the catalytic
activity of the MOFs. The morphology of the particles has also been studied by
TEM. Figure S5.13 shows the TEM images of the different MOFs.

Tandem light-assisted H2 generation-hydrogenation reaction
The activity of the MOFs under study as bifunctional catalysts in the tandem reaction
was evaluated for the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol using methanol
as the hydrogen source. The tandem process involves the photocatalytic H2
generation from methanol and subsequent hydrogenation of the nitro group.
In the first step, light absorption leads to electron/hole separation in the
conduction/valence bands, resulting in H2 evolution from methanol as the sacrificial
agent. Four materials, namely, MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2, UiO-66 (Zr)-H and UiO-66 (Zr)NH2, have been reported as photocatalysts for H2 generation from methanol. The
second step, that make use of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 and UiO-66 (Zr)-X in the absence
of any metal nanoparticles as the hydrogenation catalyst has not been previously
disclosed.
Preliminary control experiments reveal that the photo-catalytic hydrogen generation
from methanol or 4-nitrophenol hydrogenation does not occur in the absence of a
MOF. An additional control experiment reveals that p-nitrophenol reduction to paminophenol does not occur upon MOF irradiation in the absence of methanol. This
result agrees with the higher photocatalytic H2 production using MOFs as photocatalysts in the presence of electron donors such as MeOH as the sacrificial agent in
comparison

[13,41–45]

to their photo- catalytic activity in pure water (Overall Water

Splitting). [20,21] In contrast to the controls, UV-Vis irradiation of the MOFs in H2OCH3OH solvent promoted in all cases the reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4aminophenol (Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.2 (a) Photocatalytic or thermocatalytic 4-nitrophenol reduction to 4-aminophenol using MOFs.
(b) Changes in the transmission UV-vis absorption spectrum upon irradiation of 4-nitrophenol in
water–methanol in the presence of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2. The insets correspond to the photographs of the
cuvette before and after irradiation showing the variation of the visual appearance.

The temporal evolution of the light-assisted, tandem reaction depended on the nature
of the MOF. The most active bifunctional catalyst in this study both under UV-Vis
and simulated sunlight irradiation was UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 (Figure 5.3). An optimal
amount of 5 mg of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 was determined for 1.25 mL+ 1.25 mL H2OCH3OH solution of p-nitrophenol (0.02 mmol) (Figure S5.14).
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Figure 5.3 Light-assisted 4-nitrophenol hydrogenation to 4-aminophenol using methanol as the
hydrogen source under UV-vis irradiation from a Xe lamp (a) or simulated sunlight irradiation (b) using
MOFs. Reaction conditions: catalyst (5 mg), p-nitrophenol (0.02 mmol), solvent (H2O: MeOH, 1.25
mL: 1.25 mL), photoreactor volume (51 mL), Xe lamp (150 W) with or without a 1.5AM filter, 50 °C.

A lower and higher catalyst amount either diminishes the number of active centers
or increases the turbidity of the reaction medium hampering light penetration,
respectively.
The higher efficiency of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 as the bifunctional catalyst derives from
its higher photocatalytic activity in H2 generation under UV-Vis or simulated
sunlight. This higher photocatalytic activity of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 with respect to
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UiO-66 (Zr)-H and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 can be explained as a combination of enhanced
visible-light absorption and its more negative lower unoccupied crystal orbital
+

(LUCO) potential favoring H reduction (Figure 5.4).[46,47]

Figure 5.4 Energy band positions for MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2, UiO-66 (Zr) and UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2.

The higher photoactivity of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 with respect to MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 can
also be explained considering the lower LUCO value of the former (Figure 5.4).[46,47]
Independent measurements of photocatalytic H2 evolution in CH3OH in the absence
of 4-nitrophenol showed that the photocatalytic H2 production by UiO-66 (Zr)- NH2
−1 −1
(15.5 μmol g h ) is higher than that by MIL-125 (Ti)- NH2 (<5 μmol g−1 h−1)

upon UV-Vis irradiation for 5 h. These values agree with the relative activity order
in the tandem p-nitrophenol reduction to p-aminophenol observed for UiO-66 (Zr)NH2 with respect to MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2, both having amino substituents.
The variation in the relative activity order upon simulated solar light irradiation in
favor of UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 with respect to UiO-66 (Zr)-H is due to the enhanced
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visible light absorption of UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 derived from the presence of the NO2
group (Figure 5.1).
The photocatalytic reaction of p-nitrophenol to p-amino- phenol using methanol as
the hydrogen carrier is a tandem reaction that occurs in two steps. The first step is
the photo-catalytic hydrogen generation upon MOF photoexcitation using methanol
as the electron donor. Subsequently, H2 should be activated by the MOFs. To study
this step, additional experiments of 4-nitrophenol reduction were carried out, in the
dark, using H2 as the reagent at 50 °C. Figure 5.5 shows the relative catalytic activity
of the series of the four MOF samples on the thermo catalytic 4-nitrophenol
reduction to 4-aminophenol by H2.

100
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60
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40
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20
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0

UiO-66(Zr)-NO2

UiO-66(Zr)-H

UiO-66(Zr)-NH2

MIL-125(Ti)-NH2

Figure 5.5 Catalytic hydrogenation of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol by molecular H2 promoted by
MOFs. Reaction conditions: catalyst (5 mg), p-nitrophenol (0.02 mmol), solvent (H2O: MeOH, 1.25
mL: 1.25 mL), reactor volume (51 mL), temperature 50 °C.

Interestingly, all the MOFs exhibit catalytic hydrogenation activity, the most active
MOF being the UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2, followed by UiO-66 (Zr)-H and UiO-66 (Zr)NH2.
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This trend in activity follows the order of Lewis acid strength of metal nodes in UiO66 (Zr)-X (X: NO2, H or NH2) due to the inductive effect of substituents on the
terephthalate linker that has been previously observed in Lewis’s acid-catalyzed
reactions.

[48]

Thus, catalytic data indicate that the higher the Lewis acidity of the

metal nodes, the higher the hydrogenating activity. It is likely that a higher Lewis
acid strength enhances H2 polarization and, therefore, activates molecular H2
towards the formation of metal-hydride species responsible for the reduction of 4nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol.

[49]

Accordingly, it is proposed that frustrated

Lewis’s acid–base pairs in UiO-66 (Zr)- X (X: NO2, H or NH2) are the sites to
activate H2 molecules forming a metal hydride and protonating basic sites.
According to the relative reaction rates, it appears that photocatalytic H2 evolution
is the slowest elementary reaction controlling the overall efficiency of the
bifunctional catalysts.
The most active UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 sample for the light- assisted reduction of 4nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol was reused several times without a significant
decrease of activity and maintaining its crystallinity as revealed by PXRD (Figure
5.6).
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Figure 5.6 (a) Reusability of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 as the solid catalyst for the UV-Vis light-assisted
reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol using methanol as the hydrogen source. The empty circle
in the first run corresponds to an independent experiment in which the catalyst was filtered off at 2 h.
(b) Comparison of the PXRD patterns of the fresh (b1) and three-times used (b2) UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2
sample. Reaction conditions: catalyst (5 mg), p-nitrophenol (0.02 mmol), solvent (H2O : MeOH, 1.25
mL : 1.25 mL), photoreactor volume (51 mL), Xe lamp (150 W), 50 °C.

Importantly, if the photocatalyst is removed once the reaction has started and the
system allowed to react further under the same reaction conditions, but in the
absence of any solid, 4-nitrophenol conversion stops. This observation indicates that
the process is heterogeneous, ruling out the empty contribution of leached species to
the tandem reaction. The BET surface area values of the tested MOFs after catalysis,
calculated from the N2 isotherms, are summarized in Table S5.2. No significant
changes have occurred in the surface value of the MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 MOF during
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the catalytic process. The decrease in the surface area for the UiO-66 (Zr) series
MOFs after catalysis is more notable and probably indicates the strong adsorption
of methanol oxidation products or phenolic compounds within the pores.

5.5 Conclusions
It has been shown that MOFs can promote the hydrogenation of p-nitrophenol using
methanol as the hydrogen source. The tandem process requires light to promote the
photocatalytic hydrogen generation, followed by frustrated Lewis’s acid–base pair
activation of molecular hydrogen. It has been found that while H2 activation is
enhanced by electron withdrawing substituents, the controlling step in the tandem
reaction is the light-assisted hydrogen generation from methanol. Accordingly, the
most efficient catalyst found was UiO-66 (Zr)- NH2 that combines a more negative
LUCO reduction potential and enhanced visible light absorption due to the
bathochromic influence of the amino substituent. UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 was stable under
the reaction conditions and can be reused without observing a loss of its catalytic
activity. The present study shows the potential of photocatalytic H2 generation under
favorable conditions to perform the hydrogenation of organic compounds in the
absence of molecular H2 by developing a tandem process, requiring frustrated
Lewis’s acid–base pairs.
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5.7 Supporting information
UiO-66 (Zr)-H: ZrCl4 (0,466 g, 2mmol) and terephthalic acid (0,332 g, 2mmol) was
dissolved in 6 ml of N,N’- dimethylformamide (DMF) and were introduced in a vial.
The mixture was sonicated for 20 min. When a homogeneous suspension was
formed, the mixture was transfer to a Teflon-lined autoclave, sealed and placed in a
pre-heated oven at 220 °C, maintaining the temperature for 12 h. After this time, the
resulting white solid was filtered and washed several times with DMF and methanol.
The solid was dried under vacuum at 120 °C overnight.
UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2: The synthesis of Zr-NH2 MOF was carried out dissolving the
metallic salt ZrCl4 (0.466 g, 2 mmol) and the organic linker 2-amino-terephthalic
acid (0.362g, 2 mmol) in N,N`- dimethylformamide (DMF) (6.0 mL, 340 mmol) at
room temperature, sonicated for 20 min. The mixture was transferred in a Teflonlined autoclave, sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 100 ̊C for 24 hours. After
cooling to room temperature, the resulting yellow solid was filtered and washed
several times with DMF and methanol and dried at room temperature.
UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2: The material was synthetized dissolving, in a vessel vial, 0.466 g
(2 mmol) of ZrCl4, 0.422 g (2 mmol) of 2-nitroterephtalic acid in 6 mL of N,N’dimethylformamide. The resulting mixed solution was sonicated for 20 minutes;
subsequently the homogeneous system was transfer in a Teflon-line autoclave that
was sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 220°C for 24 h. The resulting darkyellow solid was collected by filtration and washed several times with DMF and
methanol. The solid was dried at room temperature and characterized.
MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 was prepared following a previously reported procedure. In a 30
mL vessel vial was introduced a suspension of 2-aminoterephthalic acid (1.43 g, 7.9
mmol) in 20 mL of anhydrous DMF. Then, methanol (5 mL) was added to the flask
and the system was sonicated for 20 min. Before transferred the mixture to a 50 mL
Teflon-lined autoclave titanium isopropoxide (1.36 g, 4.8 mmol) was added. The
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autoclave was sealed and heated up to 110 °C for 72 h. After cooling to room
temperature, the product was obtained by filtration and in a second moment washed
by suspending the powder in DMF for 12 h. Subsequently, the solid was washed
with additional DMF at 60 °C for 12 h. This washing procedure was repeated using
methanol as solvent to remove the DMF. The material was collected by filtration
and dried overnight in an oven at 100 °C.

Figure S5.1. Photograph of the catalytic device employed for the tandem reaction.
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Figure S5.2. Magnification of the PXRD patterns of UiO-66 (Zr)-H (1), UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 (2), UiO66 (Zr)-NO2 (3) to mark the difference in the main peak.
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Figure S 5.3. Diffuse UV-Vis (a, c, e) and Tauc plot (b, d, f) for MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 (a, b), UiO-66 (Zr)NH2 (c, d), UiO-66 (Zr)-H (e, f) and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 (g, h).
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Figure S5.4. ATR-FT-IR spectrum recorded for UiO-66 (Zr)-H.

Figure S5.5. ATR-FT-IR spectrum recorded for UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2.
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Figure S5.6 ATR-FT-IR spectrum recorded for UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2. The inset shows an expansion of
the 1575-1325 cm-1 region.

Figure S5.7. ATR-FT-IR spectrum recorded for MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2.
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Figure S5.8. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2.

Figure S5.9. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2.
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Figure S5.10. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66 (Zr)-H

Figure S5.11. Isothermal N2 adsorption at 77 K for UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2
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Figure S5.12. Representative HRSEM images and particle size distribution for MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 (ab), UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 (c-d), UiO-66 (Zr)-H (e-f) and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 (g-h) materials.
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Figure S5.13. Representative TEM images of MIL-125 (Ti)-NH2 (a), UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 (b), UiO-66
(Zr)- H (c) and UiO-66 (Zr)-NO2 (d) materials.
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Figure S5.14. Photocatalytic reduction of 4-nitrophenol to 4-aminophenol under UV-Vis using
different amounts of UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2 solid. Reaction conditions: Catalyst amount as indicated, pnitrophenol (0.02 mmol), solvent (H2O :MeOH, 1.25:1.25 mL), photoreactor volume (51 mL), Xe
lamp (150 W), 50 °C.
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6.1 Abstract
Hydrogenation of multiple bonds is one the most study organic reactions.
Bibliography studies reported that this type of reaction can be given in present of
heterogeneous catalysts. [1]
Typical heterogeneous catalysts are based on transition metal nanoparticles. [2] In
this study it is reported the use of some of the most stable MOFs such as MIL-101
and UiO-66, that, in the absence of occluded metal nanoparticles can promote
hydrogenation of polarized X=Y double bonds including nitro groups and carbonyl.
It is proposed that the reaction mechanism is based on the operation of frustrated
Lewis acid/base pair; in fact, it is know that, the catalytic activity of MOFs type
materials can be explain as a function of the composition of the metal node and the
organic linker.
It should be noted that the multiple bonds constitute the vast majority functional
groups of various reagents useful for industry, therefore the catalytic hydrogenation
reaction of these bonds is among the most requested from an industrial and synthetic
point of view.

[1,3]

The reaction can be promoted using a large variety of

homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis.[4] Concerning the heterogeneous
catalysts, supported transition metal nanoparticles, including noble metals, but also
first raw transition metals are the most widely used and deeply studied.

[5]

Typical

supports for these metal nanoparticles include active carbons, large surface area
metal oxides and porous materials.[6]
Metal organic frameworks, constituted by metal nodes coordinated to rigid
organic linkers defining a highly porous crystal lattice, have been also amply studied
as supports of occluded metal nanoparticles with a remarkable activity in catalytic
hydrogenation.[7] When MOFs are used as a matrix for active metal nanoparticles
they play a passive role, just to host the catalytically active metal nanoparticle
increasing its catalytic stability by impeding particle growth due to spatial
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restrictions imposed by the MOF lattice.[8] In some cases, heterogeneous MOFs can
be show a synergy with metal nanoparticles due to the cooperation of the adsorption
capacity of MOFs and/or tuning the polarity of the internal voids in which the metal
nanoparticles are accommodated. However, best of our knowledge, the active role
of MOF lattice promoting hydrogenations has not been disclosed. Intrinsic catalytic
hydrogenation activity of MOF would open new research aimed at a delineation of
the scope, optimization of the metal/linker combination, deep understanding of the
nature of the active sites and determination of the reaction mechanism.

6.2 Discussion
In this chapter, it is reported the use of UiO-66(X) and MIL-101(Cr) in the
absence of any metal nanoparticle or any other additional component that are able
to activate molecular hydrogen promoting hydrogenation of polar X=Y multiple
bonds.
There are in the literature, some reports on the use of isopropanol and other
alcohols to perform hydrogen transfer reduction of carbonyl groups [8,9] In this case
the mechanism, however, involves hydride transfer of the hydrogen atom at the alpha
position of the metal-alcoholate intermediate to the carbonyl group, but it is different
from the more general direct activation of apolar molecular hydrogen.
As it is defended at the beginning of this chapter, the six samples used as
catalysts correspond to two of the most robust and studied MOF structures, namely
UiO-66[10] and MIL-101(Cr),[11] having large pores and high surface area. The four
materials with UiO-66 structure differ on the composition of the metal node (Zr or
Ce or bimetallic Zr-Ce)[12] and the substituent on the linker (terephthalate or
aminoterephthalate).[13] This series lets define the role of the nodal metal
composition and the basicity of the linker. The two MIL-101(Cr) materials, having
terephthalate[11] or chloroterephthalate[14] as linkers, serve to generalize the H2
activation process to metal-oxo clusters and the influence of the ligand inductive
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effect on the metal node. Table 6.1 lists the samples studied, their composition and
relevant textural parameters, including surface area and particle size. All the samples
have been previously reported in the literature and were obtained directly from the
corresponding metal salts and the corresponding terephthalic acid following reported
solvothermal procedures.
Table 6.1: List of MOFs employed as catalysts in this work together with some relevant
textural and analytical data.
MOF

% Zr teoric/%
Zr
experimental

% Ce teoric/%
Ce
experimental

% Cr teoric/%
Cr
experimental

Pore volumen
(cm3/g)

BET (m2/g)

UiO66 Zr-H

32.8/31.6

/

/

0.8

1258

UiO66 Ce-H

/

25.3/21.2

/

0.35

916

UiO66 (Zr/Ce)H

30.9/22.2

6.5/5.5

/

0.69

1297

/

/

0.91

923

UiO66 Zr-NH2
31.2/30.9
MIL-101(Cr)-H

/

/

21.7/20

1.44

2690

MIL-101(Cr)-Cl

/

/

18.7/19.52

1.1
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The samples exhibit the expected XRD diffraction pattern according to the literature
(Fig. S6.1) and the specific surface area is in the range of reported values for these
materials, following the trend of lesser area for substituted terephthalate linkers and
for UiO-66 Ce in comparison to the UiO-66 Zr analog. These characterization data
confirm the successful preparation and the identity of the materials based on their
coincidence with the reported values. The first catalytic hydrogenation reactions
were carried out in acetonitrile solution using nitrobenzene as substrate under 3 bars
H2 pressure. Control experiments in the absence of any catalyst or in the presence of
catalyst but in the absence of H2 only resulted in barely detectable percentages of
aniline, lesser than 3 %. Differently to the blank control, all the samples exhibit
hydrogenation activity; aniline being the only product detected in almost complete
selectivity. In Fig. 6.1, are reported the temporal profiles of nitrobenzene conversion.
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As it can be seen there, the aniline yield at final reaction time follows the order: UiO66(Zr/Ce)>MIL-101(Cr)-Cl>MIL-101(Cr), UiO-66(Zr)≈UiO-66(Ce)>UiO-66(Zr)NH2.
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Time (h)
Fig. 6.1 Catalytic nitrobenzene reduction to aniline using UiO66 (Zr)-H (a, black), UiO66 (Ce)-H (b,
orange), UiO66 (Zr/Ce) (c, blue), UiO66 (Zr)-NH2 (d, green), MIL-101 (Cr)-H (e, dark blue) and
MIL-101 (Cr)-Cl (f, pink). Reaction conditions: catalyst (0.010 g of MOF), nitrobenzene (37 μL, 0.12
mmol), acetonitrile (3 mL), 80 °C, 3 bar H2.

Deep analysis of the temporal profiles of nitrobenzene conversion showed,
however, that the initial reaction rates do not follow the same order than the final
nitrobenzene conversion and that for some catalysts the reaction stops before
nitrobenzene conversion was completed. A possible clarification of this behavior is
that aniline, as it is being formed during the course of the reaction, acts as a poison
of the active sites, slowing down the reaction rate and eventually stopping
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completely the process. This poisoning effect would be apparently different
depending on the MOF.
To confirm this aspect, two reactions were performed using UiO-66(Zr) as
catalyst, under the same conditions, but adding since the beginning, aniline at two
intermediate concentrations as those formed in the reaction. Measurements of the
fresh UiO-66(Zr) in the absence and in the presence of aniline clearly show that the
initial reaction rate decreases as the concentration of aniline increases, thus,
confirming that aniline is blocking or deactivating the active sites. The results are
presented in Fig. S6.2 in the supporting information.
The influence of H2 pressure and the catalyst amount on the hydrogenation
activity was determined in the range from 3 to 10 bars using 5 or 10 mg of catalyst.
The temporal profiles of nitrobenzene conversion for these experiments, using UiO66(Zr) as catalysts, are reported in Fig. 6.2. Rise up from the analysis of these data
that the activity increased with the amount of UiO-66(Zr) and with H2 pressure. A
linear relationship between the initial reaction rate and initial H2 pressure suggests
that the reaction follows a first order kinetics respect to H2 in the range of pressures
under consideration (Fig. S6.3). Considering the best reaction conditions, a
conversion of nitrobenzene of 90 % was achieved for 10 mg of UiO-66(Zr) catalyst
after 3 h reaction time. It should be commented that blank controls in the absence of
catalysts at increasing H2 pressure showed that the uncatalyzed aniline formation
increases with the H2 pressure, but it always remained below 10 % at 3 h reaction
time.
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Fig. 6.2 Time-conversion plots of nitrobenzene using UiO66 (Zr)-H in different condition:
3 bar of H2 , 80 ºC, no catalyst (a), black), with 10 mg of catalyst, 80 ºC (b) red), : 5 bar of H 2 , 80 ºC,
no catalyst (c), dark pink ), 3 bar of H2 , 80 ºC, 10 mg of catalyst( d), blue ), 5 bar of H2 , 80 ºC, 10 mg
of catalyst ( e),green ) and 10 bar of H2 , 80 ºC, 10 mg of catalyst (f), light blue). (Reaction conditions:
catalyst (10 mg), nitrobenzene (37 μL, 0.12 mmol), CH3CN (3 mL).

A series of experiments were performed to determine the reaction
mechanism. In this case we focalized our attention on the most commonly studied
UiO-66(Zr), although the results with nitrobenzene suggest that bimetallic UiO66(Zr/Ce) could be even more efficient. Table 6.2 summarizes the results obtained
using different substrates. In comparison to nitrobenzene, no conversion of 3nitrostyrene was achieved in 3 h at 3 bars H2 pressure, even at 130 oC. A 3nitrostyrene conversion of 77 % was, however, possible working at 10 bars H2
pressure and 80 oC. The only product formed was 3-aminostyrene, indicating that
hydrogenation is selective for polarized multiple bonds, but no for C=C double
bonds. Similar, but lower selectivity was reported using supported Au NPs as
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catalysts, since C=C hydrogenation occurred in minute but detectable amounts.[15]
The relative lesser reactivity of 3-nitrostyrene vs. nitrobenzene can be rationalized
considering the hydrogenation reaction is sensitive to the molecular diameter of the
substrate. Thus, the larger molecular diameter of 3-nitrostyrene in comparison to
nitrobenzene will disfavor diffusion of the larger substrate inside the MOF pores and
the approach of the encumbered molecule to the active metal nodes.
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Table 6.2. Selective hydrogenation of different substrates catalyzed by different materials.
Entry

Substrate

Catalyst
(10 mg)

H2 pressure
(bar)

Temperature
(º C)

Time (h)

Conversion (%)

1

3-Nitrostyrene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

2

3-Nitrostyrene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

130

3

0

3

3-Nitrostyrene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

10

80

3

76.8

4

Nitrobenzene

UiO66 (Ce)-H

/

80

6

6.2

5

Nitrobenzene

UiO66 (Ce)-H

5

80

3

60.5

6

Nitrobenzene

UiO66 (Ce)-H

10

80

3

75.9

7

Benzaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

69.3

8

P-anisaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

76.1

9

Transcynnamaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

10

Transcynnamaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

100

5

0

11

Transcynnamaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

120

5

0

12

Transcynnamaldehyde

UiO66 (Zr/Ce)-H

3

80

3

55.5

13

cyclohexanone

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

24

80.7

14

iso - octanal

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

44.3

15

iso - octanal

UiO66 (Zr/Ce)-H

3

80

3

43.9

16

Cyclo-octanone

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

40

17

Geranial

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

18

Quinoline

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

19

Acetophenone

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

38.1

20

Benzaldehyde
+ Aniline

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

6

92.9

21

Benzaldehyde
+ Aniline

/

3

80

6

0

22

1-octene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

67.4

23

Cyclohexanone
oxime

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

24

Styrene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

25

Cis-cyclooctene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

0

26

Trans-2-octene

UiO66 (Zr)-H

3

80

3

86

The ability of UiO-66(Zr) to catalyze hydrogenation of polar multiple bonds
was also tested for benzaldehyde and anisaldehyde at 80 oC. The corresponding
benzylic alcohols were formed in both cases; however, benzaldehyde gave
somewhat lower yield. In accordance with size restrictions to pore diffusion, transcinnamaldehyde does not undergo reduction under the same conditions. In the case
of octanal, an aliphatic long chain aldehyde, the reaction undergo also hydrogenation
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to the corresponding alcohol, but the yields at 3 h was lower than that of the
benzaldehyde, due to the comparative unfavorable diffusion. Accordingly, geranial
does not undergo hydrogenation at 3h under 3 bar H2 pressure. Ketone groups can
also undergo hydrogenation. Acetophenone can be reduced to 1-phenylethanol,
although the yields were lower than those of benzaldehyde probably reflecting the
unfavorable combination of steric encumbrance and lesser carbonyl reactivity. Small
ketones like cyclohexanone could be reduced in high yields, although the reaction
required longer times. Difficult diffusion is also the most likely reason of the lower
reactivity of cyclooctanone compared to cyclohexanone.
So, the analysis of table 6.2 let to concluded that UiO-66(Zr) exhibits an
intrinsic activity as hydrogenation catalyst for nitro and carbonylic group, while is
not able, under the present conditions, to promote hydrogenation of C=C double
bonds.
This hydrogenation reaction is expanded to a tandem catalyst by carrying
out the condensation of aldehyde with primary amines, followed by hydrogenation
of the resulting imine to a secondary amine. The results achieved using
benzaldehyde and aniline as starting materials are presented also in Table 6.2. As it
is possible to see there, benzaldehyde and aniline afford after 6 h reaction time the
expected phenyl benzyl amine in very high yield. In contrast to the ability of UiO66(Zr) to promote hydrogenation of imines, attempts to perform hydrogenation of a
nitrogenated heterocycle such as quinoline were unsuccessful working at 80 oC and
3 bars H2 pressure. Catalyst stability for nitrobenzene hydrogenation was evaluated
using UiO-66(Zr)-H as MOF. At the end of the reaction, the solid was recovered,
washed with acetonitrile and used in the subsequent run. A gradual catalyst
deactivation was observed upon use, the final aniline yield at 3 h reaction time
decreasing from 40 to 35 to 25 %. Figure S6.4 in supporting information provides
the temporal profiles of the catalyst recycling test and the XRD pattern of the threetimes used. Partially deactivated UiO-66(Zr)-H showed, however, that the materials
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have preserved the crystallinity. It is proposed that this deactivation derives from the
poison effect of aniline but attempts to reactivate the partially deactivated catalyst
by a more exhaustive washing were unsuccessful.
To obtain some evidence of H2 activation by UiO-66(Zr)-H, in situ IR
spectra were acquired after exposure of UiO-66(Zr)-H to H2 gas at 80 oC. Figure 6.3
shows illustrative IR spectra of these analyses.

UiO66 Zr Time 0

UiO66 Zr 1h 1 bar H 2 80 ·C
UiO66 Zr 2h 1 bar H 2 80 ·C

UiO66 Zr 3h 1 bar H 2 80 ·C

0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

3500

4000

4500

-1

Wavenumber (cm )

Figure 6.3: FT-IR spectra after adsorbing H2 on UiO66(Zr)-H (a), UiO66(Zr)-H after 1h at 80 °C(b),
UiO66(Zr)-H after 2h at 80 °C (c) and UiO66(Zr)-H after 3h at 80 °C(d). The peak at 3670 cm−1 is
associated to the width of the generation of the O-H that correspond to the protonation of a nodal O
atom.

The IR spectra clearly showed the appearance of a sharp O-H stretching
peak at about 3670 cm-1. The wavenumber and narrow width of the peaks indicates
that they correspond to isolated OH that do not form hydrogen bridges. Although
appearance of other peak was not observed, it is proposed that the generation of the
O-H peak should correspond to protonation of a nodal O atom and it would be
accompanied by the formation of Zr-H. However, the position of this proposed Zr-H
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would appear at about 1600 cm-1 [16] and would be overlapped with the intense MOF
vibrations and almost impossible to detect. Thus, based on the observation of the
formation of O-H the following equation for H2 chemisorption on UiO-66(Zr)-H is
proposed:
M + x/2 H2 ↔ MHx + δQ
The double arrow indicates the presence of a dynamic equilibrium between
the two phases, that is the possibility of reversibly inverting reactants with products,
simply by varying the reaction conditions. The presence of energy to the right of the
equation indicates that the absorption process is exothermic, that is the release of
energy during the hydrogenation of the metal and, at the same time, that the reverse
process is endothermic. Since the reaction takes place at constant pressure, this
energy also represents the enthalpy (or heat of formation) of the reaction.

6.3 Conclusions
In conclusion, in this chapter we have reported the hydrogenation reaction of
multiple bonds X =Y of organic substrates, catalyzed by MOFs materials having
UiO66(X) and MIL 101(Cr)-L structure, in the absence of any metal nanoparticle.
The in-situ analysis, carried out in the presence of nitrobenzene as a substrate,
clarified that the catalytic activity of the MOFs under examination follows a different
order; in more detail it turned out that for some catalysts, the reaction does not reach
a complete conversion of nitrobenzene to aniline such as aniline acts as a catalytic
poison. The control reactions carried out in the absence of a catalyst but in the
presence of 3 bar of hydrogen confirmed the active role of the catalyst; only 3% of
nitrobenzene is, in fact, converted to aniline. On the other hand, rise up a linearity
between the amount of H2 introduced into the system and the conversion of the
reagent into a product, similar to what happens with an increase of the amount of
catalyst; thus, the greater the amount of H2 and / or catalyst added to the system, the
greater the percentage of reduction. The mechanistic study revealed that the
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diffusion of the substrate within the MOF, an aspect that is directly related to the
molecular diameter of the species under examination, plays a key role in the
hydrogenation process. In fact, in the presence of 3 bar of H2 and at 80 ℃
nitrobenzene gives greater conversion to the correspondent reduced compound than
nitro-styrene when catalyzed by the well-known UiO66(Zr)-H. Under the same
conditions, both benzaldehyde and anisaldehyde are reduced to give the
corresponding alcohols; however, trans-cinnamaldehyde, due to its larger size, does
not reach the active metal center of the catalyst and therefore is not reduced. In
accordance with what has been described so far, it has been observed that the low
diffusion of acetophenone within the pores of UiO66(Zr)-H is such as to allow only
partial hydrogenation to 1-phenylethanol. The overall analysis of the reported results
makes us to conclude that the catalytic activity is directed to polarized X=Y double
bonds, however the reaction conditions defined here are not such as to favor the
reduction of C=C bonds.
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6.5 Supporting information
Experimental section:
All reagents used for the synthesis of the materials and for the catalytic reactions
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and are used without additional purification.
UiO66 (Zr)-H:
The synthesis of Zr-BDC MOF was carried out dissolving the metallic precursor
ZrCl4 (0.053 g, 0.227 mmol) and the organic linker 1,4-benzene- dicarboxylic acid
(H2BDC) (0.034 g, 0.227 mmol) in N, N’-di- methyl formamide (DMF) (24.9 g, 340
mmol) at room temperature. The transparent suspension was transferred in a Teflonlined autoclave, sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 220 ̊C for 12 h. The
resulting white solid was filtered and washed several times with DMF and Methanol
and later, dried at room temperature.

UiO-66(Zr/Ce):
The catalyst was synthesized in a 25 mL Pyrex glass reaction tubes. H2BDC (127.6
mg) was introduced into the glass reactor with DMF (3.6 mL) and aqueous solutions
of cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (0.533 M; 117 mg, 0.400 mL water), zirconium
(IV) dinitrate oxide hydrate (0.533 M, 99.0 mg 0.800 mL) and concentrated formic
acid (HCOOH, 100 %, 1.03 mL) were added. This suspension was heated and
stirring for 15 min at 100 °C. The light- yellow precipitate was centrifuged in the
mother solution and then it was decanted off. To obtain a pure UiO66 (Zr/Ce) solid,
the suspension was centrifuged twice in DMF (2 mL) and then, to remove DMF, the
solid was washed and centrifuged four times in acetone (2 mL). The resulting white
solid was dried in air at 70 °C. Note that no cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate that could
interfere in the photocatalytic overall water splitting remains in the final solid.
UiO-66 (Zr)-NH2:
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The preparation of Zr-NH2 MOF was realized dissolving the metallic precursor
ZrCl4 (0.466 g, 2 mmol) and the organic linker 2-amino-terephthalic acid (0.362g, 2
mmol) in N,N`- dimethylformamide (DMF) (6.0 mL, 340 mmol) at room
temperature, sonicated for 20 min. The yellow suspension was transferred in a
Teflon-lined autoclave, sealed and placed in a pre-heated oven at 100 ̊C for 24 hours.
After the system was cooling to room temperature, the resulting yellow solid was
filtered and washed several times with DMF and methanol and dried at room
temperature.
UiO-66(Ce):
To carry out the synthesis of UiO66(Ce) H2BDC (35.4 mg, 213 μmol) was
introduced into the glass reactor with DMF (1.2 mL) and an aqueous solution of
cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate (400 μL, 0.5333 M). The 25 mL Pyrex glass reactor
was heated under stirring conditions for 15 min at 100 °C. The light-yellow
precipitate was centrifuged in the mother suspension; then, the solid was centrifuged
twice in DMF (2 mL). To remove DMF from the porous of the MOF, the solid was
washed and centrifuged with acetone (2 mL) four times. The resulting quite-yellow
solid was dried in air at 70 °C.
Synthesis of MIL101(Cr)-L where L was: H or Cl:
The catalysts were synthetized starting from a mixture of a metallic precursor, CrO3
(125 mg, 1.25 mmol), organic ligand H2BDC-X (1.25 mmol), water (5 mL) and
concentrated HCl (0.15 mL, 4.89 mmol), placed, after stirrer, in a 50 Teflon-lined
autoclave and heated at 180°C for 144 h in a conventional oven. After cooling at
room temperature, the green materials were collected by filtration; later, to remove
the precursors it was washed with acetone (3 or 5 mL) and dried in air.
Catalytic activity:
The catalytic activity of UiO-66 (X) (X: Zr, Ce or Zr/Ce) and MIL-101 (Cr)-L, (L:H
or Cl) was tested for the heterogeneous reduction of different organic substrates
having industrial and/or pharmacological interest. Briefly, the required catalyst
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amount (i.e. 10 mg) was introduced into a 10 mL Pyrex tube reactor containing a
pressure gauge at the outlet and one gas inlet. Then, the specific reagent (0.12 mmol)
was dissolved in acetonitrile (3 mL), and the suspension containing MOF, was
subjected to ultrasound for 20 min. Subsequently, the system was purged with H2
for 15 min until obtain the selected pressure for each reaction. The reaction was
heated at different temperature. The course of the reaction was followed by GS
chromatography analyzing diluted reaction aliquots (0.1 mL) in acetonitrile (0.5 mL)
introduced an internal standard. Prior to analyzed the suspension, the mixture was
filtered using a nylon filter (0.2 μm).

Characterization of the materials
Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) patterns were recorded on a Philips XPert
diffractometer equipped with a graphite mono- chromator (40 kV and 45 mA)
employing Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation. Isothermal N2 adsorption measurements
have been carried out at 77 K using a Micromeritics ASAP 2010 apparatus. The
metal content of each MOF material was determined by ICP-AES analysis after
digesting the solids in concentrated nitric acid at 80 °C for 24 h. ATR-FTIR spectra
of MOFs were obtained with a Bruker Tensor 27 instrument. Prior to ATR-FTIR
measurements, the MOF samples were dried in an oven at 100 °C for 24 h to remove
physisorbed water.
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Figure S6.1: PXRD patterns of a): 1) UiO66(Zr)-H, 2) UiO66(Ce)-H, 3) UiO66(Zr/Ce)-H, 4)
UiO66(Zr)-NH2 and b) 1) MIL101 (Cr)-H, 2) MIL101 (Cr)-Cl.
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Figure S6.2. Evolution of nitrobenzene reduction catalyzed by UiO66-(Zr) (10 mg) using 3 bar of H2
at 80 ° C with different quantities of aniline as possible catalytic poison.
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Fig.S6.3 a): Time conversion plot for the hydrogenation of nitrobenzene in the presence of UiO-66
(Zr) at different reaction temperature: 80 °C (1); 70 °C (2) and 60 °C (3) b) Arrhenius plot of the natural
logarithm of the initial reaction rate obtained from panel a) vs 1/T (K -1). Reaction condition: catalyst
(10 mg), nitrobenzene (0.12 mmol), H2 3 bar, acetonitrile (3mL); regression coefficient (R2) 0.9741.
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Fig S6.4.(a) Reusability of UiO-66(Zr) as the solid catalyst for the reduction of nitrobenzene to aniline
using 3 bar of Hydrogen at 80ºC.1) in the first run corresponds to an independent experiment in which
the catalyst was filtered off at 3 h. (b) Comparison of the PXRD patterns of the fresh (b1) and threetimes used (b2) UiO-66/(Zr) sample. Reaction conditions: catalyst (10 mg), nitrobenzene (0.12 mmol),
solvent (Acetonitrile 3 mL).
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Conclusions

Chapter 7. Conclusions
From the analyses of the results presented in this doctoral Thesis it is possible to
conclude that the new synthesized MOFs materials have shown a great potential in
heterogeneous photocatalysis for the production of solar fuels starting from water
and in the absence of metal nanoparticles. On the other hand, it has been shown that
already known MOFs materials promote reduction reactions of polarized double
bonds X=Y. The detailed conclusions of each chapter are described below:
i) The new MOF UiO66(Zr/Ce/Ti) obtained by post synthetic interchange of
UiO66(Zr/Ce) with TiCl4 showed a high photocatalytic activity for the Overall
Water Splitting reaction when irradiated with visible light. The exchange of some
Zr4+ and/or Ce3+/4+ cations with Ti4+ is such as to reduce the HOCO-LUCO band gap
and generate, under visible irradiation, 210 molg-1 of H2 and 70 molg-1 of O2 in
24 h. Photophysical studies, carried out on the suspensions of MOFs in acetonitrile,
have shown an efficient (e-/h+) charge separation in the whole UV-Visible analyzed
range.
ii) The photocatalytic activity of new core-shell MOFs materials obtained by
heterojunction of the well-known UiO66(Zr)-NH2 and UiO66(Ce) is reported. In the
absence of metal nanoparticles, the best photocatalytic performance for the Overall
Water Splitting reaction is shown by UiO66(Zr)-NH225mg@UiO66(Ce) which in
water, when irradiated by UV-visible light, produces, in the absence of further
electron donor, such as methanol or TEOA, 550molg-1 of H2 in 24 h and in the
presence of visible light and under the same reaction conditions, 350 molg-1 of
H2.The photocatalytic performance of the material is kept constant for 6 consecutive
uses during which the material does not lose its crystallinity.
iii) The well-known UiO66(Zr)-X (X=H, NH2, NO2) and MIL-125(Ti)-NH2 are used
as photocatalysts in a tandem reaction, leading to the production of 4-aminophenol.
The reaction is carried out in two steps: first of all, we observed the generation of
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hydrogen starting from water, in the presence of UV-Visible light and/or solar
radiation and using methanol as an electron donor; subsequently a reduction of 4nitrophenol to give 4-aminophenol is given. It should be noted that the best
photocatalytic yields must be attributed to UiO66(Zr)-NH2, which turns out to be a
valid heterogeneous catalyst since it can be reused 3 times without losing catalytic
activity and preserving its crystallinity.
iv) UiO66(Zr), UiO66(Ce), UiO66(Zr/Ce), UiO66(Zr)-NH2, MIL101(Cr)-H and
MIL101(Cr)-Cl are efficient heterogeneous catalysts for the reduction of X=Y
polarized double bonds. In the hydrogenation reaction of nitrobenzene to give the
corresponding aniline it has been shown that the 6 materials under study follow a
different reaction order and the conversion to aniline is not always complete as a
consequence of the fact that aniline acts as a catalytic poison. The reduction reaction
carried out in the presence of UiO66 (Zr)-H as heterogeneous catalyst has clarified
that the greater the size of the substrate, the lower the conversion to the product. It
should be due to a lower diffusion of the bigger reagents in the pores of the material.
From the general analysis of the reported results, it emerges that, in the working
conditions, in the absence of metal nanoparticles and in the presence of 3 bars of
hydrogen, the MOFs materials employed act as heterogeneous catalysts and
selectively reduce the polarized X=Y double bonds but disadvantaging the reduction
reaction on C=C double bonds.

Abstracts

Chapter 8. Abstracts
8.1 Abstract
The present doctoral thesis has focused the attention on the synthesis of new MOFs
materials obtained either by post-synthetic interchange of previously described
MOFs or by heterojunction of stable MOFs having UiO66 structure.
These materials have been applied as photocatalysts for the promising Overall Water
Splitting reaction which claims to obtain H2 and O2 stoichiometrically starting from
water in the absence of sacrificial agents or deposited metals nanoparticles. The new
material UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) showed surprising results in both UV-Visible light and
sunlight irradiation conditions.
Interesting results were also obtained in the case of the core-shell named UiO66(Zr)NH225@UiO66(Ce) which, in the presence of water, when irradiated with both
ultraviolet and solar light, allowed to obtain 550 molg-1 of H2 and 350 molg-1
of H2 in 24 h respectively, in the same working conditions defined for UiO66
(Zr/Ce/Ti).
In this thesis was presented, for the first time, the possibility of reducing 4NP
through a tandem methodology which, first, involves the production of H2 from
water in the presence of methanol as a sacrificial agent and UiO66(Zr)-NH2 as a
photo-catalyst, and subsequent the 4 NP reduction to 4 AP.
On the other hand, it has been shown that defective materials with UiO66 structure
can selectively reduce polarized X=Y double bonds in the presence of H2 gas.
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8.2 Resumen
La presente tesis doctoral ha centrado la atención en la síntesis de nuevos materiales
MOFs obtenidos por intercambio post-sintético de MOFs descritos anteriormente o
por heterounión de MOFs estables que tienen estructura UiO66.
Estos materiales se han aplicado como fotocatalizadores para la prometedora
reacción de división completa del agua que pretende obtener H2 y O2 en forma
estequiométrica a partir de agua en ausencia de agentes sacrificantes o
nanopartículas metálicas. El nuevo material UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) mostró resultados
sorprendentes para la reacción general de división del agua en ambas condiciones de
luz UV-Visible e irradiación solar.
También se obtuvieron resultados interesantes en el caso del nucleo-corteza
UiO66(Zr)-NH225@UiO66(Ce) que, en presencia de agua, cuando se irradió con luz
ultravioleta y con luz solar, permitió obtener 550 molg-1 de H2 y 350 molg-1 de
H2 en 24 h respectivamente, en las mismas condiciones de trabajo definidas para
UiO66(Zr/Ce/Ti).
En este trabajo de tesis se presentó por primera vez la posibilidad de reducir 4-NP a
través de una metodología tándem que involucra primero la producción de H2 a partir
de agua en presencia de metanol, como agente de sacrificio, y UiO66(Zr)-NH2, como
fotocatalizador, y la posterior reducción de 4-NP a 4-AP.
Por otro lado, se ha demostrado que los materiales defectuosos con estructura de
UiO66 pueden reducir selectivamente los dobles enlaces polarizados X=Y en
presencia de gas H2.
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8.3 Resum
La present tesi doctoral ha centrat l'atenció en la síntesi de nous materials MOFs
obtinguts per intercanvi post-sintètic de MOFs descrits anteriorment o per
heterounió de MOFs estables que tenen estructura UiO66.
Estos materials s'han aplicat com fotocatalitzadors per a la prometedora reacció de
divisió completa de l’aigua que pretén obtindre H2 i O2 en forma estequiomètrica a
partir d'aigua en absència d'agents sacrificants o nanopartícules metàl·liques. El nou
material UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti) va mostrar resultats sorprenents per a la reacció general
de divisió de l'aigua en ambdós condicions de llum UV-Visible i irradiació solar.
També es van obtindre resultats interessants en el cas del core-shell UiO66 (Zr) NH225@UiO66 (Ce) que, en presència d'aigua, quan es va irradiar amb llum
ultravioleta i amb llum solar, va permetre obtindre 550 molg-1 de H2 i 350 molg1

de H2 en 24 h respectivament, en les mateixes condicions de treball definides per a

UiO66 (Zr/Ce/Ti).
En este treball de tesi es va presentar per primera vegada la possibilitat de reduir 4nitrofenol a través d'una metodologia tàndem que involucra primer la producció de
H2 a partir d'aigua en presència de metanol, com a agent de sacrifici, i UiO66 (Zr) NH2, com fotocatalizador, i la posterior reducció de 4-NP a 4-AP.
D'altra banda, s'ha demostrat que els materials defectuosos amb estructura d'UiO66
poden reduir selectivament els dobles enllaços polaritzats X=Y en presència de gas
H2.
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